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Savannah’s skyline from
Perry Lane Hotel’s rooftop bar.

GREAT TASTE IN TRAVEL
When you’re ready to go, look to a Virtuoso travel advisor for inspiration
and practical advice on navigating travel’s landscape now.
For close-to-home getaways or far-flung trips of a lifetime, Virtuoso advisors are your
resource for the insight you need to plan a safe, successful, and unforgettable vacation.
Their expertise and access to Virtuoso’s network of the world’s best travel brands, perks,
and experiences mean your most memorable trips are yet to come.
Connect with an advisor at virtuoso.com.

KORENA BOLDING SINNETT

THE WORLD’S TOP TRAVEL AGENCIES AND ADVISORS ARE VIRTUOSO®.

S.A.L.T.
SEA AND LAND TASTE
“ Food is essential to the soul
and is central to every culture
on Earth.”

Our innovative culinary program, S.A.L.T., allows you to experience
the true spirit of each and every destination you visit, for the most
immersive and in-depth travel experience possible.

- Adam Sachs

ADAM SACHS, DIRECTOR OF S.A.L.T., DURING A CULINARY S.A.L.T. EXPERIENCE ASHORE IN PAROS, GREECEIN PAROS, GREECE

Food is a voyage. It speaks to the soul of the traveler and is at the heart of every culture on Earth.
Designed in collaboration with Adam Sachs and celebrated culinary experts and journalists, our S.A.L.T. voyages change how
food and travel come together forever: from onboard workshops, cooking sessions or tastings of local specialities to curated,
immersive experiences ashore.
This is S.A.L.T., our new travel and food experience that brings the flavors of your destination right to your table.

S.A.L.T.
VENUES AND EXPERIENCES
S.A.L.T. offers travelers the richest gastronomic experience. On board, S.A.L.T. boasts three venues that bring authentic dining
experiences to your fingertips.

S.A.L.T. Kitchen
Imagine a restaurant that changes
recipes, flavors and experiences with
every single destination you visit,
surrounding you with exotic traditions
and regional specialities.
S.A.L.T. KITCHEN

S.A.L.T. Lab
In this unique and interactive space
you’ll be able to connect deeply
with the rich heritage of each
destination sailed to, as you join our
talented experts to learn how food is
prepared and enjoyed in the region.
S.A.L.T. LAB

S.A.L.T. Bar
Wouldn’t it be great if you could enjoy
a local cocktail in a comfortable,
familiar setting, no matter where you
are? Our new S.A.L.T. Bar lets you share
a Rum Punch in Barbados or a Pisco
Sour in Lima with friends and family,
wherever your cruise takes you.

S.A.L.T. BAR

Ashore, S.A.L.T. experiences are bespoke
events designed to offer immersion that
goes far beyond excursion. As every trip
is unique, so is every destination’s food
culture – so no two S.A.L.T. adventures
are the same.

BREAD MAKING IN PAROS GREECE, SALT EXCURSION

This programme takes travellers
further than ever before in destination
experiences.

TRAVEL WITH TASTE
Get ready to taste the world onboard our newest flagship, Silver Moon, the
first ship to deliver every aspect of our new S.A.L.T. culinary programme, and
her upcoming sister ship, Silver Dawn.
Our two breathtaking ships will maintain the small-ship intimacy and
spacious all-suite accommodation which are the hallmarks of the Silversea
experience while offering eight exquisite dining options (including the new
S.A.L.T. Kitchen)

NOW, ALL-INCLUSIVE BEGINS FROM YOUR DOORSTEP
Take your Silversea all-inclusive experience to new heights. Start your cruise as soon as you leave home with our new chauffeur service.
Taking you from home to your domestic airport and back again, this luxury service is included as part of our all-inclusive offer with all new
bookings on all voyages starting Spring 2022.
YOUR DOOR-TO-DOOR JOURNEY INCLUDES:
NEW Private executive transfers
(between home and airport)1

•

•

International roundtrip flights
(or air credit)2

•

•

Business Class upgrades at reduced rates2

•

Transfers, luggage handling and city
centre shuttle3

•

Premium beverages in-suite and
throughout the ship

Multiple restaurants serving diverse
cuisine and an in-suite 24-hour dining
service including caviar

•

Butler service in every suite category

•

Onboard gratuities

•

Unlimited Wi-Fi

•

Shore excursions4

1 - Private executive transfers between home and airport or, if applicable, home and pier within the limit of 50 miles per transfer are included. For longer distances, special tariffs apply. | 2 - Air is not available in all countries
and to all destinations. Should you book your air independently or should the desired air not be available, a non-use credit will be offered, that you can apply as extra saving to your cruise fare. Business Class upgrades
are available in selected destinations. | 3 - On selected voyages. | 4 - One excursion per port, per day is included within the fare.

RESERVE YOUR SUITE WITH YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL
ADVISOR TODAY TO RECEIVE EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS.

Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for full offer details and complete Terms and Conditions. This document may contain inadvertent technical or factual inaccuracies and typographical errors. Silversea reserves the right to correct
errors and omissions at any time without prior notice, and to cancel any offered product, service, programme, reward, savings, credit, amenity, etc. in the event of any error or omission in the description, including pricing and
availability. Due to evolving health protocols, some imagery and messaging may not accurately reflect current onboard and destination offerings, or the public health standards and government requirements that modify or limit
these offerings. Onboard and destination experiences, features, itineraries, andguest conduct rules vary by ship and destination and are subject to change without notice.
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Turin’s Caffè Torino.
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On the Amazon and
(inset) a souvenir
porcelain plate depicting a kingfisher.
Read about my trip
on page 80.
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Virtuoso® is the leading global travel agency network specializing in luxury and experiential travel. This by-invitation-only organization comprises over 1,100 travel agency locations with 20,000 travel advisors in 50 countries throughout North America, Latin America, the Caribbean, Europe,
Asia-Paciﬁc, Africa, and the Middle East. Drawing upon its preferred relationships with more than 2,000 of the world’s best hotels and resorts, cruise lines, airlines, tour companies, and premier destinations, the network provides its upscale clientele with exclusive amenities, rare experiences,
and privileged access. Normalized annual sales of (U.S.) $25 to $30 billion make Virtuoso a powerhouse in the luxury travel industry. For more information, visit www.virtuoso.com. For a subscription, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor. All pricing and travel described herein are subject to
change and availability, and restrictions may apply. Prices are per person, double occupancy, in U.S. dollars, and do not include taxes or other fees unless stated otherwise. Publisher assumes no liability for the representations contained herein. Publisher assumes no responsibility for unsolicited
art, photography, or manuscripts. Nothing may be reprinted in whole or in part without written consent of the publisher. For high-quality reprints, contact The YGS Group at 717/399-1900 ext. 139; theygsgroup.com. EDITORIAL: editors@virtuoso.com. ADVERTISING: marketingproduction@
virtuoso.com. VIRTUOSO HEADQUARTERS, VIRTUOSO LIFE CIRCULATION, AND POSTMASTER INQUIRIES: Virtuoso Life Circulation, Virtuoso, 777 Main Street, Suite 900, Fort Worth, TX 76102; virtuoso.com. To stop receiving Virtuoso Life, contact your travel advisor or email help@virtuoso.
com. California CST #2069091-50; Washington UBI #601554183. Registration as a seller of travel does not constitute approval by the state of California. Copyright © 2021 by Virtuoso, Ltd. All rights reserved. Within the United States, Virtuoso, the Globe Swirl Logo, Virtuoso Life, Specialists in
the Art of Travel, We Orchestrate Dreams, Orchestrate Dreams, Journey to Global Citizenship, Return on Life, and Wanderlist are registered trademarks of Virtuoso, Ltd. Your Journey Begins With Us, Best of the Best, and Virtuoso Voyages are trademarks of Virtuoso, Ltd. Virtuoso, Ltd., has a U.S.
copyright registration for the Globe Swirl Logo, © 2000. Outside the U.S., these marks are the property of Virtuoso, Ltd., and the applicable marks are registered with numerous national trademark registries around the world.
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Amid the majestic spirit of Big Sky Country,
a new mountain haven awaits.
Less than an hour from the rarefied wonders of Yellowstone National Park, Montage Big Sky will usher in the first luxury resort experience to
Big Sky Country—a bespoke basecamp to Montana’s rugged wilds, where all-season adventure abounds. Winter’s white-powder tapestry beckons
with direct ski-in/ski-out access to Big Sky Resort’s 5,850 skiable acres, plus ice skating, dogsledding and roasting aprés s’mores. Summer’s fresh-air
pursuits include exclusive access to an on-site Tom Weiskopf golf course, world-class fly-fishing on famous Blue Ribbon rivers and more.
This winter, we invite you to discover one of the American West’s newest treasures.
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Contributors

Writer

Amy Cassell
Seattle

“Mother Ship,”
page 110
THE REPORT: “I never
thought one of the best
things I’d eat in Greece
would be watermelon.
The seafood? So good.
Vegetarian moussaka?
Amazing. But the
watermelon was so
refreshing and sugary
sweet, paired with
fresh feta in a salad on
the beach or served
straight up for dessert
in a tiny taverna. Come
to find out, Greece
ranks sixth in the
world for watermelon
production.”
FAVORITE OFF-SEASON
DESTINATION: “Paris
in winter is quiet and
gray. Maybe it’s the
Pacific Northwesterner
in me, but I still think
it’s the most dazzling
city in the world.”

@amycassell

Writer

Photographer

Chadner Navarro

Rachel Weill

Jersey City

San Anselmo,
California

“Bet on Tribeca,” page
62, and “Naked and
Loving It,” page 69
THE REPORT: “I love
how international
Lisbon’s bar scene
has become. Many of
the wine bars I came
across while reporting
this story have owners
who hail from Canada,
France, Italy, and all
over the planet.”
FAVORITE OFF-SEASON
DESTINATION: “Europe’s biggest cities
in the dead of winter.
Not only are there
fewer tourists, but it
also coincides with
sales season, allowing
for some almost
guilt-free shopping.”

@chadner

Writer

Jenny B. Davis
Fort Worth

“The Gift of Good,”
page 94
THE REPORT: “For
me, this story was
about gratitude. It’s
the reason for the
season, of course, but
I felt grateful to write a
gift guide that values
cultural appreciation
and global responsibility, and showcases
meaningful products
like the artisan-made
accessories curated
by Doug Hand and
Monica Phromsavanh
of Equal Hands.”
FAVORITE OFF-SEASON
DESTINATION: “NYC
in February. The
unpredictable weather
scares away the casual
crowds, so everywhere
I go – from the Neue
Galerie to New York
Fashion Week shows –
feels more personal, intimate, and accessible.”

@jennybdavis
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Cover and “Spice Up
the Night,” page 74
THE REPORT: “Walking off the street into
Lucky Creation, with its
platters of homestyle
dishes and just a few
tables, felt like stepping into someone’s
dining room. When
I asked a regular,
‘What’s good here?’ he
got a great big smile
and told me all of his
favorites – that really
made my day.”
FAVORITE OFF-SEASON
DESTINATION: “I’m
not sure if West Marin,
California, ever has an
off-season, but I love
being in Inverness
or Point Reyes when
it’s foggy and cold. A
dreary day gives me
permission to put my
camera down and really be present.”

@rachelweill

ADVERTISEMENT

Explora Journeys brings personality,
sophistication and a dash of soul to
dining at sea

Discovery, lasting connections and consciousness are central
to the vision of the new luxury cruise line, Explora Journeys,
and the elegant culinary experience aboard is no exception
One of travel’s greatest and most
convivial pleasures is, of course,
sampling local cuisine. Whether we’re
dining out or eating in, food is often at
the very heart of our holidays. And just as
Explora Journeys prepares to transform
ocean travel, so too its dining experience
is designed to allow guests to reconnect
with what matters most.
This new luxury cruise line is the lifelong
dream of the Swiss-Italian Aponte family,
seafarers for generations who want
to share their love and respect for the
ocean with a new epoch of discerning,
cosmopolitan explorers. EXPLORA I,

setting sail in 2023, the fleet’s first ship
combines Swiss precision and cuttingedge maritime technology with European
superyacht style and elegance, offering
guests 461 spacious suites and residences
with sweeping ocean views, floor-toceiling windows and private sun terraces.
The Aponte’s innate grace and flair for
design segues across the ship’s nine
culinary venues – each distinct but every
one created to celebrate global cooking
talents, provenance and wholesome
ingredients sourced by local partners.
This is food with personality and soul,
thoughtfully crafted to complement and
enhance each guest’s ocean journey.

“Evenings can be spirited dinner parties at sea with friends old
and new, or a retreat – negroni in hand – for dinner-a-deux at
sunset on the suite’s expansive terrace. “
In line with the Aponte’s home away
from home philosophy, dining aboard
EXPLORA I is as flexible and relaxed as
it is sophisticated and exciting, allowing
guests to linger over breakfast at any hour
and indulge in the most languorous of
lunches – on deck, by the pool or in one
of the ship’s 64 private cabanas. Evenings
can be spirited dinner parties at sea
with friends old and new, or a retreat –
negroni in hand – for dinner-a-deux at
sunset on the suite’s expansive terrace.
With an industry-leading guest to teammembers ratio of 1.25 to 1, the intuitive,
knowledgeable and culturally intelligent
on-board team members are the perfect
hosts, allowing guests to holiday in style
without lifting a finger or raising an
eyebrow. And the vibrant and refined
culinary experience needn’t stop here:

when venturing on shore, Explora’s Local
Hosts can secure a table at the best offthe-beaten-track trattoria or the season’s
most in-vogue new opening.
All this makes for memorable times at sea
– ocean journeys where guests can truly
relax and let go, making new connections
and discovering new destinations against
a relaxed backdrop of vibrant, European,
cosmopolitan luxury.
The Explora Journeys team look forward
to welcoming guests from 16 May 2023,
either on EXPLORA I’s maiden journey
from Barcelona to Athens, or on one of
the other Inaugural Journeys.
For more details, please contact
your Virtuoso travel advisor.

Discover a bold new vision for luxury ocean travel with Explora Journeys

Just Back

Caribbean Calling
Puerto Rico, Jamaica, and Turks and Caicos rank high on Amina Dearmon’s list.

NEW ORLEANS-BASED VIRTUOSO
travel advisor Amina Dearmon recently
spent three weeks in the Caribbean: one
in Jamaica, celebrating her parents’ 50th
wedding anniversary; another in Puerto Rico,
her home away from home; and five days in
Turks and Caicos for some great snorkeling,
one of the region’s best beach bars, and new
villas at Wymara Resort. Here’s her report.

TRAVELING NOW All of the Covid test results, travel
authorizations, and insurance forms I printed
out added a few pounds to my luggage, but
that was really the only inconvenience! Each
island has its own protocols, but they all did a
stellar job in communicating what you need

16
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to do to enter and enjoy the destination. The
hotels also make it easy for guests by having
on-site testing facilities.

AN ISLAND FOR EVERY TRAVELER Jamaica is perfect
for a multigenerational trip: From kids’ snorkeling to Hobie Cat sailing for parents and golf
for grandparents, no one gets bored in Montego Bay. San Juan in Puerto Rico is great for
solo travelers or for a couples’ getaway; it’s
the perfect mashup of Spanish, Taíno Indian,
and African cultures, a true melting pot
that also happens to have an amazing food
and cocktail scene. And every honeymoon
should take place in Turks and Caicos – it’s so
romantic, if you’re not in love when you arrive,

you will be by the time you depart. Couples
can tuck into a villa with a plunge pool, eat
meals prepared beachside by a private chef,
and charter a yacht to explore Iguana Island
or the Turks and Caicos Barrier Reef.

POST UP HERE The Tryall Club’s villas in Montego Bay are my favorite because each one
is privately owned, which means they all
have a different vibe. There’s one to fit your
aesthetic, and even more importantly, every
villa has a private pool, butler, housekeeper,
and chef.

(PUERTO RICO) NAPA74/GETTY IMAGES, (AMINA DEARMON) AMINA DERAMON,
(DA CONCH SHACK) RENEE MCMAHON/ALAMY

San Juan’s Castillo San Felipe del Morro
and (inset) Amina Dearmon in Jamaica.

In Puerto Rico I like to split my time
between the city and the beach, so pairing
the
V
l H
l and D
B
, R zl
R
v checks
all my boxes. Condado is within walking
distance of some of the city’s best shops and
restaurants, and since it was originally built
as condos, the Tower rooms are extremely
spacious. Dorado Beach is truly an oasis –
its Treehouse Massages are worth the visit
alone. Any spa that combines a hammock
with an open-air tree-house massage has
won my loyalty!
Long Bay Beach is one of my favorite
beaches in Providenciales – the water is so
calm and shallow. It’s also home to the 32
suites that make up T S
lu Tu k
. Kiteboarding has become very
popular with guests: You can sign up for lessons and wade out straight from the resort’s
beach almost two miles in waist-high water
for private lessons.
Tu k
f

THREE TIPS Make sure to get Fast Track for arrival
and departure in Jamaica, as customs lines

can be extremely long. It’s one of the best
investments you’ll make during your trip.
Rent a car if you want to explore outside
of Old San Juan, even if it’s just for a day.
It’s easy to navigate the highways, plus
your cell will work just as well as it does
in the continental U.S., so you can use its
map functionality.
Don’t be alarmed if you hear people in
Turks and Caicos talking about a “potcake” –
it’s not a drug, just a very cute name for an
island dog. If you’re missing your pooch on
vacation, arrange to take an adoptable dog
from Potcake Place for a socialization walk
on the beach. (For more on traveling with
pets, turn to page 88.)

BEACH BAR OF YOUR DREAMS Turks and Caicos’ Da
Conch Shack is a true toes-in-the-sand experience, with live music, freshly caught seafood, and great service. They make one of the
best rum punches I’ve ever had, but you can’t
go and not experience a Conch Knocker shot.
I won’t ruin the surprise, but it’s a bit tamer
than it sounds and definitely delicious.

The next culinary delights are closer than you think

Flanders, Belgium with its six beautifully preserved art cities
Antwerp, Bruges, Brussels, Ghent, Leuven, and Mechelen counts no fewer than 127 Michelin star rated restaurants.
We are in the heart of Europe. Visit Flanders on your next European vacation and enjoy Belgian chocolates, beer, and fine dining.

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to book

SATISFY YOUR APPETITE
FOR SOMETHING MORE.
Savor farm-to-table flavors prepared just for you. Indulge in some of
the freshest seafood in the world. Diverse culinary influences come
together in San José del Cabo’s 23400 District, where everything from
expertly prepared street food to sophisticated cuisine will delight your
palate. Daily open-air street stalls, food trucks and fixed menu events
make it easy to eat like a local, while enhanced health and safety protocols ensure a
safer way to get away. Dive into an innovative culinary culture and discover where new
flavors can take you when you set yourself apart in Los Cabos.
visitloscabos.travel/23400-district

Virtuoso Reports

Clockwise from
top left: Virtuoso
Travel Week attendees discuss
news and trends,
CEO Matthew D.
Upchurch adresses
the group, and the
Bellagio fountains
provide a backdrop.

Straight
from the Source
Trends, tips, and takeaways: Travel gold from
the industry’s best conference.
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(EVENT) ROBERT STANZIONE/PHOTOGRAPHIC EXCELLENCE INTERNATIONAL,
(BELLAGIO FOUNTAIN) DIRECTPHOTO.BZ/ALAMY

I

N AUGUST, THE VIRTUOSO LIFE

team attended Virtuoso Travel
Week, the hybrid in-person and
virtual event widely known as
one of the world’s best luxury travel
conferences. For some, the trip involved a flight to Las Vegas, where we
presented our vaccination cards and
masked up for a weeklong reunion
at Bellagio, Vdara, and Aria resorts.
The rest of us logged on from home
to video chat with travel-industry
friends from around the world (extra points to Galway’s Ashford Castle for backing its virtual meetings
with a live traditional Irish music
performance).
Regardless of whether we were in
a Bellagio ballroom or our own living rooms, it was an uplifting week.
After a roller coaster of a year (plus!)
for travel and tourism, it’s thrilling
to see travel advisors and companies looking forward with optimism.
Said Virtuoso chairman and CEO
Matthew D. Upchurch: “Nothing
motivates humans like having something taken away that they took for
granted, and with travel, we’ve seen
evidence of that.”

Virtuoso Travel Week is an opportunity
for travel advisors to connect with representatives from hotels, cruise lines, tour companies, and destinations around the globe,
so they can bolster the connections that get
their clients access to the world’s best travel
experiences. They learn about hot new hotels, get destination updates straight from
the sources, and shop for their clients’ future
trips. We spent the week soaking up as much
news as possible, from where travelers were
heading to how Virtuoso advisors are helping
their clients navigate travel’s changing landscape. Read on for our top takeaways.

PEOPLE ARE SAFELY TRAVELING RIGHT NOW. We
learned that 73 percent of Virtuoso travelers are ready to travel now, with over half of
that number already traveling or planning to
within the next three months. Where exactly
are they heading? Close-to-home destinations are big, according to many of the travel
advisors and companies we spoke with, but
many travelers are venturing internationally.
Based on Virtuoso traveler hotel bookings,
Italy was the top international travel destination over the summer, with California luring
U.S. travelers. For the holidays, people are
eyeing island and beach destinations.

(NAPA VALLEY) JROPELATO1/GETTY IMAGES, (BEACH) CHRIS GRAMLY/GETTY IMAGES

TRAVEL ADVISORS ARE MORE IMPORTANT THAN
EVER. Travel right now is doable, but it comes
with a lot more baggage than it used to. You
can’t leave home without vaccination cards
and/or negative Covid tests, a solid travel
insurance policy (that includes coverage if
you need to quarantine abroad and change
your travel plans), and contingency plans.
Even the most seasoned travelers could find
themselves out of their element if wrinkles
pop up, which is why having a professional
whose day job is dedicated to navigating
travel is key. Enter the era of the travel advisor. Now is the time to rely on advisors’
expertise – their connections mean they’re
your secret weapon for last-minute changes.

KEEP IT SIMPLE. In the name of your sanity, if
you’re going abroad, advisors recommend
sticking to one country only, due to constantly evolving border restrictions and
protocols. There’s so much to see in Portugal or Iceland, for example, or on a cruise
through the Greek Isles. Settling down for

Hot right now: California explorations and Mexican beach breaks.

a restorative week on one Caribbean island
is always a good idea. Some advisors are
strongly urging travelers to make plans only
for destinations that are currently open to
visitors. Australia, New Zealand, China, and
Vietnam, for example, still aren’t allowing
foreign travelers in, and it’s too unpredictable to know when they will.

WORK FROM ANYWHERE. A more “European”
lifestyle trend has emerged among U.S.
travelers, who are taking advantage of anywhere-with-Wi-Fi-is-an-office situations to
spend an entire month in Italy, for example.
Local hotels are also embracing the “work
from hotel” trend, turning rooms and suites
into complete remote-work setups.
REMOTE DESTINATIONS REIGN. Adventure travel
is on the rise – based on traveler booking
data, there’s been a spike in active-travel
itineraries over the past year. (Iceland,
anyone?) It’s also no surprise that many
destination representatives were eager to
talk to us about their remote and rural locales – wide-open spaces with few people

Now is the time
to rely on travel
advisors’ expertise –
their connections
mean they’re
your secret weapon
for last-minute
changes.

are pretty appealing right now. In Scotland,
for example, tourism representatives told us
that travelers were forgoing extended stays
in the city and heading to the countryside
instead. And many of our favorite ranches in
the U.S. are booked months in advance.

THE POLES ARE HOT. Lindblad Expeditions,
Quark Expeditions, Viking, and Ponant are
launching new ice-class ships for expeditions to the Arctic, Antarctica, and Greenland. And itineraries are getting more
adventurous: Aurora Expeditions was the

N OV E M B E R | D EC E M B E R 2 0 2 1
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Next up: We’re dreaming of
jetting off to Reykjavík and
(right) Crete.

TRAVEL COMPANIES HAVE BEEN BUSY. Many travel
companies and destinations have spent the
pandemic pause burnishing their offerings
and creating new, exclusive experiences.
Case in point: Virtuoso on-site tour connection Access Italy has put the finishing
touches on exclusive experiences at some
of the 26-generation Antinori winemaking
family’s most sought-after wineries. And Italy has rolled out the Uffizi Diffusi program,
which distributes some of the Florence museum’s collection for display at smaller institutions throughout the region.
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Construction hasn’t completely halted
either: On the heels of its brand-new and
hotly anticipated Reykjavík property (opening in October), Edition Hotels will be opening a host of new properties, from Rome to
Doha, throughout 2022. One&Only Resorts
debuted One&Only Mandarina on Mexico’s
Riviera Nayarit in November 2020 and Portonovi in Montenegro in May 2021. Silversea
will launch its newest ship, the Silver Dawn,
in November, with more ships from other
lines to follow soon. And Celebrity Cruises leaned into its luxury focus during the
pandemic, emphasizing the all-suite, shipwithin-a-ship Retreat concept.

SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL – IT’S A LIFESTYLE. We
love to see this: Almost every travel company we talked to highlighted how they’re
supporting local communities, economies,
and the environment. In Bali, the Four Seasons Resort Bali at Jimbaran Bay leads zerowaste bar workshops for guests. On Crete,
Blue Palace Elounda established a program
that supports the island’s sustainable farms.

And at Noelle Nashville, an on-site boutique
is stocked with items from local makers.
Sustainable travel was top of mind all
week. Virtuoso’s Sustainability Team
released a new white paper highlighting
the importance of responsible travel as
the travel and tourism industry recovers.
And during the gala dinner on the event’s
final night, the network recognized travel
agencies, advisors, and companies that
used the pandemic as an opportunity
to do good, from providing housing for
healthcare workers to funding critical
anti-poaching units.

(REYKJAVÍK) GESTUR GISLASON/GETTY IMAGES, (CRETE) DAVID TOMLINSON/ALAMY

first to offer diving and sea kayaking in
Antarctica years ago; excursions from new
vessels include snowshoeing, heli-hiking,
cross-country ski touring, and, coming in
2022, heli-skiing on the White Continent.
On the land-based side, Antarctica tour
operator White Desert will open a new,
more adventure-focused camp in November for ice climbing and abseiling, and is
building its third camp, which will open for
exclusive-use bookings in November 2022.

Almost every
travel company
we talked to
highlighted
how they’re
supporting local
communities,
economies, and
the environment.

On Location at Montage Healdsburg

Imagine those memorable moments
where life’s beauty comes into full view.
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SO MUCH MORE
THAN A SUITE
As a guest of The Retreat®, our most luxurious experience, you’ll relax in a stunning
suite, unwind at your exclusive lounge, bask on the private sundeck, and indulge in
a long list of amenities from premium drinks to streaming Wi-Fi.
In your private restaurant, Luminae, you’ll savor inspired meals paired by expert
sommeliers from the most awarded wine collection at sea. You’ll even taste creations
by the legendary Chef Daniel Boulud, who joins our own Michelin-starred chef.
We can’t wait to welcome you back on board, and when you’re ready, The Retreat
will transport you like no other vacation.

Enjoy up to $465 shipboard credit per suite when you book The Retreat
with your Virtuoso® travel advisor.

NOTICE:Prior to booking, please consult all applicable U.S. Centers for Disease Control travel advisories, warnings, or recommendations relating to cruise travel, at cdc.gov/travel/notices. If a certain
threshold level of COVID- is detected on board the ship during your voyage, the voyage will end immediately, the ship will return to the port of embarkation, and your subsequent travel, including your
return home, may be restricted or delayed.
Health and safety protocols, guest conduct rules, and regional travel restrictions vary by ship and destination and are subject to change without notice. Due to evolving health protocols, imagery and
messaging may not accurately reflect onboard and destination experiences, offerings, features, or itineraries. These may not be available during your voyage, may vary by ship and destination, and may be
subject to change without notice. ©2021 Celebrity Cruises Inc. Ship’s registry: Malta and Ecuador.

Celebrity Edge®
Iconic Suite

Celebrity Edge®
Luminae

PLACES
TRENDS
CULTURE
& STYLE

TOMMASO BARLETTA
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Hotel News 46
Sustainable Travel 52

Truffle hunter Giulio Benuzzi and his
Lagotto Romagnolo, Maga, at Hotel Savoy.

Tuscan Treasure Hunt
Truffle lovers in Florence can now savor a forest-to-fork feast during a day with Hotel Savoy’s new truffle concierge. Participants depart
Rocco Forte’s 80-room property on Piazza della Repubblica to meet professional truffle hunter Giulio Benuzzi at his home in the countryside,
then strike out in the forest with his trusted dogs, Maga and Scott, to search for black and white gold buried at the feet of the oaks, pines,
and elms. Prepare to unearth marzuolos (spring truffles) from January through April and black truffles from June through November.
White truffles – those gourmet holy grails that command hundreds of dollars per ounce – are currently in season through December.
Post-hunt, Benuzzi welcomes guests back in his home for a truffle-laced lunch or dinner with Tuscan wines. Doubles from $740,
including breakfast daily and a $100 dining credit. Truffle hunting from $240 per person.

PASSPORT IS REPORTED BY: Joel Centano, Elaine Glusac, Janice Wald Henderson, and Bethanne Patrick
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FOOD & SPIRITS

Epicurean Arrival
Once Europe’s largest freight-train station, Brussels’ 90-acre
Gare Maritime has been reborn as Gare Maritime Food Market,
the cornerstone of the emerging Tour & Taxis district. The early
twentieth-century depot, which opens this fall, will include ten
restaurants from Michelin-caliber chefs, as well as a Victoria beer
hall. Most of the lineup remains under wraps, but chef Bart De
Pooter of Antwerp’s two-Michelin-starred Pastorale has already
booked his berth with a steak-and-burger bid.

DRINK LIKE THE WORLD
DEPENDS ON IT

G
B l u ’
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Holiday gatherings call for a home
bar upgrade. Toast to the planet’s
health this season with Brooklyn’s
A V
, which uses a patented
technology to transform carbon
dioxide into alcohol with just water,
sunlight, and air, rather than
distilling it from grain. Each liter
produced removes roughly a pound
of CO 2 from the atmosphere – the
equivalent of the work of eight
trees. $75, drizly.com.
Pair the vodka with J c Ru y
C c
l C ’s lemon-laced
Bloody Mary mix, a lighter formula
than most liquor-store brands,
with just enough heat from hot
sauce and horseradish to tickle
the back of your throat. The
Charleston-based company also
makes a mean margarita mix, an
elderflower tonic, and a host of
other essentials to get your bar
in top form. $20 for two 32-ounce
bottles, jackrudycocktailco.com.

Passport
PLANE TALK

GOODS TO GO
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Flights of Fancy
PS, the private suites that cosset celebrities and VIPs at LAX, has
introduced a social sibling: The Salon at PS. The adults-only shared
lounge offers many of the same perks – including dedicated TSA and
customs checkpoints, a bar, chef-prepared food, an outdoor garden,
and chauffeured transfers to and from aircraft on the tarmac – for
$695 per person one way, no membership required.
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(SOCKS) KORENA BOLDING SINNETT

How to love LAX:
The Salon at PS.

ADVERTISEMENT

FROM HOKKAIDO
TO OKINAWA:

EXPERIENCE JAPAN’S
DIVERSE CUISINE
From subarctic Hokkaido to subtropical Okinawa, Japan’s
diverse climate and topography have enabled an equally
diverse culinary landscape.
Japan’s cuisine varies depending on climate and region, but the country’s passion
for fine dining is apparent everywhere. Japanese cuisine combines sophisticated
techniques and centuries of refinement with robust ingredients to create harmonious
dining experiences. One bite of freshly caught tuna or crackling yakitori grilled over
live coals will tell you that every meal is designed to maximize your dining pleasure.
Exquisite sushi, a steamy bowl of savory ramen, delicate tempura — there are many
iconic dishes worth sampling as you make your way across the country. Still, you
shouldn’t limit yourself to these favorites. Instead, try immersing yourself in Japan’s
rich cuisine and experience a food culture that goes beyond just cooking. Everyone
from dedicated farmers and fishermen to merchants at the market to meticulously
trained servers plays a role in making Japanese cuisine come alive.
Let Japan’s rich culinary heritage be your guide. Visit local farmers in the mountains
of Nagano to experience rural life and taste the freshest wasabi. Tour one of 1600
sake breweries to sample Japan’s indigenous rice wine while learning how brewers
perfected their craft over generations. Spend the morning shopping alongside sushi
chefs at the many harborside fish markets located across Hokkaido, Tohoku and
Hokuriku to enjoy the finest delicacies from the sea, just minutes from the dock.
Take cooking lessons and discover how Japanese chefs strive to perfect their
cooking techniques while selecting only the best ingredients.
The colors and the flavors of the season will come alive when you indulge in
kaiseki-ryori, Japan’s multi-course haute cuisine, considered one of the most
refined dining experiences in the world. And don’t forget to cleanse your palette
with one of the many varieties of green tea, some rarely found outside Japan.
Cap off your evening with Japanese whiskey, whose reputation has won over
aficionados around the world.
A rich culinary adventure awaits when you visit Japan.
For more information visit:
https://www.japan.travel/en/us/.
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FLIGHT TEST
Huang Fei Hong
Spicy Peanuts

“C

We’re big fans of travel-friendly snacks –
just not always the same ones. Hot, with
a slight numbing sensation from Szechuan
peppercorns, these Chinese peanuts
proved a near unanimous hit. $20 for six
packets at amazon.com.

– Elaine Srnka,
vice president and
editorial director
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GREEN PARTY
The Japanese tea ceremony makes an art of preparing matcha. Travelers can take a taste of serenity on the go with Art of Tea’s new Matchasticks:
two-gram packets of smooth, ceremonial-grade
matcha ready to whisk into a cup of hot water.
$23 for a box of 12, artoftea.com.
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(PEANUTS) KORENA BOLDING SINNETT, (MATCHA) AUDREY MA

– Marika Cain,
managing editor

Passport

OUT & ABOUT

WILD BY NATURE
Explore two deserts – one
frozen, and one of the planet’s
oldest – on the new 19-day
collaboration between White
Desert and Wilderness Safaris.
The trip whisks a group of 12
adventurers from Cape Town to
Antarctica by private jet to trek
through iridescent ice tunnels,
walk on the South Pole, and
witness the birth of emperor
penguin chicks. Travelers then
trade parkas for khakis on a
safari in Namibia amid the towering Sossusvlei sand dunes,
wreck-strewn Skeleton Coast,
and wildlife-rich Hoanib Valley.
Departure: December 27; from
$98,405. Future departures to
be announced.

(ANTARCTICA) KEVIN TRAUTMAN, (NAMIBIA) ALEXANDER HAFEMANN/GETTY IMAGES

Trekking on Antarctic
“ice waves” near White
Desert’s Wolf’s Fang
camp and (below)
Namibia’s Sossusvlei
sand dunes.
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If life were a city… it’d be Madrid © Madrid Destino Cultura Turismo y Negocio, S.A. 2021. All rights reserved.

esmadrid.com
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PERSON OF INTEREST

Josh Friedman
Fish Sommelier
One of three fish sommeliers at the
Four Seasons Resort Oahu at Ko
Olina, Josh Friedman ensures the boatto-plate dinners at Mina’s Fish House
go swimmingly.
SO WHAT IS A FISH SOMMELIER?

We often get diners who tend to stick to
mainstream fish, and our job is to help
expand their horizons with a dish that
will make them think about seafood in
a different light. Previously I worked for
a locally owned fish company and on
the fish station at Roy’s Waikiki, which
gave me insight on local species, fishing
practices, and preparations that I’m
able to share with guests.
IF YOU WERE A FISH, YOU’D BE:

An ahi. They’re incredibly fast and
aerodynamic in the water. Who wouldn’t
want to be that?
HANDS DOWN, YOUR FAVORITE
LOCAL CATCH: Opakapaka (Hawaiian

pink snapper), pan-seared with
a light beurre blanc sauce.
WHAT IF WE’RE SARDINE LOVERS?

Try akule (bigeye scad) – a little fish
that’s typically fried whole and has
a meaty texture and oily flavor.
MOST UNDERRATED HAWAIIAN SEAFOOD: Opihi, which is a limpet found
on rocks throughout the islands. It’s
an acquired taste and texture but is
the hit of every local gathering.
DATE NIGHT AT MINA’S – WHAT’S THE
ORDER? A ginger-scallion broiled
whole fish. The complex flavors and
aromatics really pack a wow factor.
HOLES-IN-THE-WALL YOU TAKE VISITING FRIENDS TO: Ahi Assassins and
Fresh Catch for the island’s best poke.
I also like Waiahole Poi Factory for
Oahu’s most authentic Hawaiian food.

OAHU: Kaneohe Bay, for a wide variety
of reef fish, turtles, eagle rays, eels,
and octopuses. It’s also one of my
favorite spearfishing spots for catching dinner with friends.

Josh Friedman with a
fresh madai (sea bream).
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Doubles from $1,300, including breakfast daily and a $100 spa credit.

KORENA BOLDING SINNETT

FAVORITE SNORKELING SPOT ON

El Nido, Palawan

FIND MORE

FLAVORS
TO SAVOR
In the Philippines, there are as many flavors as there are islands.
An abundance of fresh seafood waits in Capiz, while spicy delights stewed in
coconut milk, such as laing and Bicol Express, are best eaten in Bicol. But you’ll find
the halo-halo anywhere in the country - a bedlam of fruits, jelly, and shaved ice
drowned in milk; it’s diverse, colorful, and sweet - just like our culture.
We can’t wait to welcome you! Come and visit us as soon as you can.
Go to morefunawaits.com for more information and travel updates.

Passport
BOOKS

CARRY-ON COMPANIONS

 OUR COUNTRY FRIENDS

BY GARY SHTEYNGART (Random House)

When a group of friends form a pandemic pod in a
former whaling town north of Manhattan, mayhem
ensues. Shteyngart’s latest novel includes a Russianborn novelist, his Russian-born psychiatrist wife, and
their K-pop-obsessed child – as well as eight others
with varying backgrounds and temperaments. Over the
next six months, relationships and alliances form and
dissolve as quickly as the assembled drink their stores
of alcohol. After the virus hits, the comedy fizzles, and
tragedy brings permanent changes for all.
PACK IT FOR : Family gatherings over the holidays.

 A HISTORY OF WILD PLACES
BY SHEA ERNSHAW (Atria Books)

 THE ISLAND OF MISSING TREES

BY ELIF SHAFAK (Bloomsbury)

Kostas, a Greek Cypriot teenager, and
Defne, a Turkish Cypriot teenager, fall in love
and take to meeting at a tavern where a fig
tree flourishes. As the years pass and war
breaks out, they lose each other. Years later,
a cutting from that tree flourishes again in
teenage Ada’s London backyard. She yearns
to find out more about her family history and
starts by asking her father about the carefully
tended plant. Readers unfamiliar with fiction
from Turkey and its environs will find Shafak’s
warmth and wisdom their gateway drug.
PACK IT FOR: Cruising the Greek Isles (see

page 110).

In Pastoral, a commune founded in the 1970s by
hippies seeking a simpler life, present-day resident
Theo discovers the truck of Travis Wren – a man from
the nearby town who went missing years ago. Most
locals aren’t even aware Pastoral continues to exist,
so Theo is caught between the questions he wants
to ask outside of his community and maintaining its
rules of secrecy. Unfortunately, the answers to Wren’s
disappearance seem to lie mostly within Pastoral. Ernshaw’s first non-young-adult novel is creepy, twisty,
and unputdownable.
PACK IT FOR: Holing up at Colorado’s Dunton Hot Springs.

 THE PERISHING

BY NATASHIA DEÓN (Counterpoint)

Deón’s sophomore effort is a paranormal novel in the
tradition of N. K. Jemisin and Octavia Butler. Lou, a
young Black woman, wakes up in 1930s Los Angeles
with no idea how she got there. While she’s cared for
and educated, eventually becoming the city’s first
Black female journalist, her strange visions of past lives
and memories prompted by encounters in this one
convince her that she may be one of the Immortals sent
to save the world. But that doesn’t mean she’ll succeed.
PACK IT FOR: Winter nights at West Hollywood’s Hotel

850 SVB.
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TASTE THE ESSENCE
OF THE CULTURE
OFFICIAL CRUISE LINE OF THE JAMES BEARD FOUNDATION

Discover the Moorish heritage of Spain in paella, the terroir of Tuscany in delicious prosciutto, and the
wild celebration of ﬂavor in Alaskan king crab. No matter what destination calls your name, the local
culture is deliciously reﬂected in the meals you enjoy on Windstar, the official cruise line of the James
Beard Foundation. Fresh, local ingredients – often selected by your yacht’s chef on a trip to the local
market – go into every perfectly presented dish. It’s just one more way we help you devour local life
and community, and whet your appetite for travel. This is Windstar – private yacht style cruising with
only 148 to 342 guests – 180 degrees from ordinary.
Call your Virtuoso Travel Advisor today for all-inclusive value and exclusive extras.

Bon Voyage
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For the most enriching experience of Hawai‘i, make time
to join efforts to mālama (care for) this truly special place
and unique culture.
Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor today.

Bon Voyage

EARLE OF EXPEDITIONS
Marine biologist, oceanographer, and explorer Sylvia Earle – the first
female chief scientist of the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration – played a prominent role developing Aurora Expeditions’
second ship, which launches next April with a 13-day Baja California
cruise from Los Cabos to La Paz before heading to Alaska for the season.
The 132-passenger Sylvia Earle’s bow is specially designed to cut through
swell for smoother sailing and reduced fuel consumption; four sea-level
launching platforms make Zodiac boarding a breeze. Inaugural departure: April 23, 2022; from $9,726.

A bird’s-eye view of Guinea-Bissau’s
Bissagos archipelago, a UNESCO
Biosphere Reserve, and (above) the
Captain’s Suite on the new Sylvia Earle.

Hurtigruten’s new 14-day cruises
round-trip from Dakar take in
four countries along Africa’s
west coast: Senegal, Cape Verde,
Gambia, and Guinea-Bissau.
Cruisers on the 180-passenger
Spitsbergen can explore ports
on ancient Atlantic routes once
notorious for slave trading; meet
islanders living in an animistic,
matriarchal society; and look for
manatees, whales, and some 500
bird species – as well as the rare
saltwater hippo, which bathes
in island lagoons. Departures:
Multiple dates, November 26,
2022, through January 13, 2023;
from $6,347.
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African
Odyssey

IT’S YOUR HEART
THAT TAKES YOU PLACES
We make your travels to the world’s most magical destinations possible.
But it’s your endless passion for discovery that leads you there.

EXQUISITELY CR AF TED CUISINE. CUR ATED TR AVEL EXPERIENCES. SM ALL SHIP LUXURY.

2019 VIRTUOSO

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor today and ask

Best Culinary Experience
Cruise

about select voyages with FREE Pre-Paid Gratuities

®

®

WINNER

or Virtuoso Voyages Amenity.

Suite Talk

APRÈS-SKI UPDATE
Wilderness hot-spring treks, dining pop-ups, a new resort, and turndown
sleep aids are among the ski-country innovations this season.

COLORADO
Dante NYC, a 1915-vintage West
Village café, has moved into the
179-room St. Regis Aspen for a
yearlong residency. By day, guests
can borrow a BMW X7 to explore the
area, and by night, pop a SugarBear
melatonin-laced vitamin gummy
for a better rest. Doubles from $926,
including breakfast daily and a $100
dining credit.


Aspen’s 99-room Hotel Jerome
will host Manhattan coffee brewer
Felix Roasting Co. for the season,
hold evening salons curated by the
Aspen Art Museum, and send guests
on horse-drawn-sleigh rides around
town with a local historian. Doubles
from $899, including breakfast daily
and a $100 dining credit.


All 134 rooms at Telluride’s
Madeline Hotel & Residences
have been remodeled to bring highcountry colors indoors. Outdoor
attractions include new dinnertime sleigh rides and outings that
combine waterfall ice-climbing,
ziplining, and rappelling. Doubles
from $699, including breakfast daily
and a $100 resort credit.


MONTANA
Montage Big Sky debuts in
December with 125 ski-in/ski-out
rooms primed for first tracks on
the slopes of the nearly 6,000-acre
Big Sky Resort. Doubles from $1,595,
including breakfast daily and a $100
resort credit.
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Clockwise from left: Four
Seasons Whistler’s vintage
trailer bar, the St. Regis Aspen,
post-slope relief at Caldera
House, and a Fairmont Gold
one-bedroom suite in Whistler.

WYOMING
Skiers at Jackson Hole’s 40-room
Amangani can now take guided
snowmobile or dogsled outings to
soak in natural hot springs in the
Gros Ventre Range. On-property
Zen: new sound baths. Doubles from
$1,100, including breakfast daily and a
$100 dining credit.


Nearby, the eight-room Caldera
House pairs guests with a naturalist guide for a snowshoeing safari in
Grand Teton National Park. Twobedroom suites from $3,500, including breakfast daily and a $100 dining
credit. Snowshoeing: $700 for up to
five guests.


BRITISH COLUMBIA
Some $14 million went into renovating and expanding the 519-room
Fairmont Chateau Whistler’s
Gold Club floor. Guests have access
to a private lounge with all-day foodand-beverage service. Doubles from
$265, including breakfast daily and a
$100 dining credit.


The 273-room Four Seasons
Resort and Residences Whistler
expands its culinary lineup with
Braidwood Tavern, serving 14-beer
flights and duck poutine in a cabinlike setting – après we go! Outside,
Tipsy Snowman dispenses s’mores
fixings and spiked hot chocolate
from a vintage trailer. Doubles from
$865, including breakfast daily and a
$100 dining credit.
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BE PART OF THE MAGIC

VISIT THE WORLD FAIR
www.expo2020dubai.com

OCTOBER 1, 2021 - MARCH 31, 2022
WHEN THE WORLD COMES TOGETHER, WE CREATE A BETTER TOMORROW
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The Beaumont’s new art
deco-inspired lounge.
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London’s 72-room Beaumont
recently emerged from an
18-month closure with a new
lounge, bar, and dining terrace.
Designer Thierry Despont,
known for his art deco aesthetic, led the renovations at the
1926 Mayfair landmark, creating
the library-vibe Gatsby’s Room
for afternoon tea. The relocated
Magritte Bar – now with an
adjoining terrace overlooking
Brown Hart Gardens – shakes
up classic American cocktails from spirits framing the
Magritte painting behind the
granite bar. Doubles from $535,
including breakfast daily, a complimentary minibar, and one-way
private airport transfers.

(BEAUMONT) ZAC AND ZAC

Roaring
2020s

Marseille, France
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Book a hosted voyage and enjoy a knowledgeable host, an invitation to a private cocktail reception, and an
exclusive excursion. Book an amenity voyage and receive an exclusive onboard credit of $200 per stateroom.
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Sustainable Travel
NEWS

BY THE NUMBERS
More than 1,100 global sites comprise UNESCO’s World Heritage List – a designation that confers not only status
but also legal protection – including 34 new sites inscribed during the World Heritage Committee’s recent 44th session.
Add these three to your wish list.

Preservation-worthy: Ljubljana’s Triple Bridge and Jože Plečnik’s Covered Market.
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2

Natural wonders on Amami-Oshima,
the largest of Japan’s Satsunan island
chain, span technicolor coral reefs to a
highland cloud forest. The isle also shelters
a raft of endemic flora and fauna found
nowhere else on Earth. Visit Oshima Tsmugi
village, famed for its kimono textile production, or search for rare Amami rabbits while
canoeing through Kuroshio-no-Mori Mangrove Park during Windstar Cruises’ 12-day
Tokyo-to-Hong Kong voyage aboard the
312-passenger Star Breeze. Departures: October 2, 2022, and April 4, 2023; from $4,999.

3

Lauded for their human-centric design,
the architectural works of Jože
Plečnik – aka “the man who built
modern Ljubljana” – proliferated in Slovenia’s capital from 1920 till his death in 1957.
Luxury Slovenia’s nine-day, tailor-made
Slovenia tour provides ample time to admire
Plečnik’s public squares, green spaces, and
iconic landmarks such as Triple Bridge; visit
his home; and even sample his favorite tea.
Departures: Through 2023; from $5,850.

JURE GASPARIC/ALAMY

1

Thermal springs in Baden-Baden,
Germany, one of 11 newly listed Great
Spa Towns of Europe, have drawn visitors for 2,000-plus years, beginning with the
Romans, who built the city’s first baths while
declaring sanus per aquam (health through
water). The 100-room Brenners Park (near
the springs) features a five-story spa and
extensive wellness programs, including
nutritional counseling, holistic medicine, and
physiotherapy. Doubles from $504, including
breakfast daily and a $100 dining credit.

SEABOURN EXPEDITIONS

TRAVEL DEEPER INTO UNEXPLORED REGIONS
INAUGURAL SEASON OPEN FOR BOOKING

POLAR BEAR
SIGHTING
IN SVALBARD

CUSTOM-BUILT 6-PERSON
SUBMARINE FOR
UNDERWATER EXPLORATION

KAYAKING IN
THE AMAZON

WHALE WATCHING FROM
ZODIAC, ANTARCTICA

KING PENGUIN
COLONY,
SOUTH GEORGIA

Be among the ﬁrst to a new era of ultra-luxury expedition travel combining authentic,
exhilarating adventures in remote destinations with the uncompromising, sophisticated amenities
of the world’s ﬁnest resorts at sea.

SVALBARD | GREENLAND | AMAZON | ANTARCTICA | SOUTH GEORGIA | CANADIAN ARCTIC

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TR AVEL ADVISOR
TO PL AN AND BOOK YOUR SE ABOURN E XPEDITION.
VIEW AND BE
INSPIRED

Sustainable Travel
GIVING BACK

GOODS

Banner Beans
Beyond their organic and
shade-grown credentials,
coffees boasting Smithsonian’s
Bird Friendly seal also help sustain critical avian habitats. Perk
up with these tasty Central and
South American brews, which
are also fair-trade certiﬁed.

Swamp creature:
A heron stalks
through a Colombian
mangrove forest.

Chesapeake Bay Roasting Co.
Bird Friendly Honduras,
$15, cbrccoﬀee.com.

Growth Opportunities
Coastal mangrove forests sequester up to ten times more carbon than their terrestrial counterparts,
shelter myriad marine species, and ﬁlter pollutants before they reach the sea. And although threats
to nature’s so-called walking trees (their stilted roots seemingly step foot from brackish waters) also
abound – shrimp farming, coastal development, even unchecked tourism – travel providers are creating
meaningful ways to give back and help mangroves grow.

SOW SEEDS IN COLOMBIA

On catamaran explorations from Cartagena, Big Five Tours & Expeditions takes travelers to
remote islands to plant mangrove seeds. The company also employs local residents to participate in
the plantings and teach guests traditional ﬁshing methods. “Post-pandemic, this helps them provide
for their families through tourism again,” Big Five president Ashish Sanghrajka says. Lend a hand on
a ten-day Colombia tour that also visits a child welfare organization in Medellín. Departures: Through
2022; from $7,000.


Caﬀe Ibis Peruvian Rainforest,
from $14, caﬀeibis.com.

FLY WELL

Purchasing ﬂight offsets from Sustainable Travel International funds a range of clean energy
and reforestation programs, including coastal “blue carbon” projects that protect mangroves. The
investment is low cost and far reaching: Offsetting an 1,100-mile ﬂight from Miami to Cartagena, for
instance, is $3 and change.


KID AROUND ON FIJI

Along with hands-on manta conservation and coral restoration projects, guests at Kokomo Private
Island can help transplant mangroves, cultivated in the 26-room resort’s nursery, to nearby communities. Children are especially encouraged to participate: “It’s great for kids to learn about the importance of mangrove habitats and how they help protect coastal areas from tsunamis and cyclones,”
says on-site marine biologist Cliona O’Flaherty. Doubles from $1,995, including all meals and one spa
or dive experience per adult.
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Songbird Guatemalan,
from $15, thanksgiving
coﬀee.com.

(MANGROVE) OSCAR GARCES/GETTY IMAGES



ADVERTISEMENT

GERMANY
Walk among the vineyards
in Ingelheim am Rhein.

©GNTB/Jens Wegener

©GNTB/Julia Nimke

Love at First Bite
Nothing brings people together like great food, beer,
and wine. The buttery taste of freshly baked Dresden
Stollen. The ﬂowery aroma of a crisp riesling. A bowl
of Zwiebelrostbraten (roast beef with onions) paired
with a refreshing Hefeweizen after enjoying the country’s
unique culture, age-old traditions, and natural beauty.
Germans take a lot of pride in local gastronomy and
they cannot wait to share it with you.
With 300 Michelin-starred restaurants, 13 winegrowing
regions, and more than 1,500 breweries, there’s no
shortage of ways to savor the culinary scene. Start with
a foodie tour in Berlin, sampling currywurst, kebab,
and pastry; or visit Heilbronn, a historical town on
the Neckar River, famous for its sprawling vineyards.

Savor a variety of cuisines,
from traditional favorites to
contemporary dishes.

Discover the beers of North Rhine-Westphalia, from classic
Kölsch to specialty brews like Bönnsch, or indulge in a
ﬁschbrötchen (ﬁsh sandwich) at Hamburg’s oldest ﬁsh market.
For an upscale evening, stop in Nördlingen in Bavaria for
award-winning chef Jockl Kaiser’s Blutwurst-G’röscht’l or
get a personal recommendation from German Sommelier of
the Year, Nancy Grossman at Michelin-starred Rutz in Berlin.
As the world slowly reopens, Germany welcomes you back
with open arms, full plates, and enhanced protocols to
ensure you stay healthy and safe throughout your travels.

©Tourismusverband MecklenburgVorpommern e.V./Markus Kirchgessner

Hungry for more? Connect with your
Virtuoso travel advisor to have every
detail personally planned.

Enjoy a beer tasting at
the Störtebeker brewery.

Sustainable Travel
CRUISING

SAFE AND SOUND
On board select Hurtigruten voyages in Antarctica: scientists from the California Ocean Alliance.
A newly expanded partnership between the cruise
line and the conservation organization aims to
collect acoustic data and study ambient noise
conditions to better understand how human presence influences marine life – and minimize future
disturbances. Along with hiking and kayaking
adventures on the 18-day cruises (round-trip from
Punta Arenas), guests can chill with COA scientists, who’ll share real-time data and recordings
aboard the 500-passenger hybrid-powered Roald
Amundsen. Departures: January 11 and 27 and February 12, 2022; from $11,314.

GARDEN ISLAND INTERMISSION
On Kauai, taking time to stop and smell the
plumeria, red ginger, and gardenias is a way of
life, particularly at the South Shore’s Allerton and
McBryde gardens, two of five plant sanctuaries in
the National Tropical Botanical Garden network.
Cruisers can linger in the gardens while learning
about NTBG’s efforts to study and save endemic,
endangered, and culturally significant flora during an immersive shore excursion with Holland
America Line, available on newly announced
Hawaii cruises, including 17- and 18-day sailings
round-trip from San Diego aboard the 2,650-passenger Koningsdam. Departures: Multiple dates,
January 16, 2022, through January 31, 2023; from
$1,749. Excursion, from $167.
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“The ocean is alive,” says Justin Blake, a shark scientist, storyteller, and self-proclaimed “eco-optimist” who hopes to “change
the way we interact with and understand nature.” Guests of Cape
Town’s 198-room Mou N o hotel can snorkel and boat with
Blake in the Great African Seaforest – setting for the documentary My Octopus Teacher – to help track and study kelp forest
sharks and learn how apex creatures keep oceans healthy. Tour
proceeds support Blake’s science- and conservation-focused
RockHopper Fund. Doubles from $375, including breakfast daily
and afternoon or evening tea for two; tour from $265.

(SHIP) WERNER KRUSE

Sea Change

There is plenty to celebrate in the British Virgin Islands.
This November let the sea breeze guide you toward
BVI Food Fete, a month-long series of signature events
on our beautiful white-sand shores across 60 islands,
islets, and atolls. Now is the time to create new special
memories and experience BVI Love for yourself.
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Doubles from $1,029,
including breakfast daily and a $100 resort credit.

(BI HOP’ LODG ) UB RG R

5.

COLL C IO

Channeling adobe dreams in Santa Fe.

Catering to the discerning traveler, Delano Las Vegas is an understated, all-suite retreat just steps away
from the action and amenities of Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino. With its boutique offerings,
Delano brings the effortless style and unparalleled service of the original Delano South Beach
to the vibrant energy of the Las Vegas Strip. Delano ushers in a fresh sense of discovery and
sophistication that delivers all the comforts you expect in a world-class hotel.

City to Go

Bet on Tribeca
NYC’s 1970s cool kid is on the rise again.
BY CHADNER NAVARRO PHOTOGRAPHY BY MATT DUTILE
GO FOR Tribeca has long remained
one of NYC’s more under-theradar neighborhoods for tourists, and one unfrequented by
many Manhattanites – save
for its predominantly creativeminded, wealthy residents, who
prefer a bit of urban grit over
Upper East Side glamour. But as
the historic downtown enclave’s
redbrick warehouses have been
transformed into lofts, hotels,
and bars that hum with a low-key
local vibe, this triangle south of
Canal Street has leaned into the
zeitgeist. Galleries such as Theta,
Andrew Kreps, and Lomex have
popped up along the neighborhood’s cobblestoned streets,
reigniting an art scene that once
defined 1970s Tribeca. New highprofile bakeries and restaurants
(and yes, a Buddha-Bar outpost)
help make the case for your trek
to Lower Manhattan.

Clockwise from top left: One White Street’s peach Champagne
pavlova, unhurried Tribeca, Farra wine bar, and Nili Lotan.
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EAT Chef-owners Lee Hanson
and Riad Nasr’s James Beard
Award-winning Frenchette has
remained one of the city’s most
beloved dining destinations,

owing to its lively buzz and dishes
such as brouillade with bottarga
and uni. Last year, they launched
Frenchette Bakery, where Peter
Edris and Michelle Palazzo whip
up flaky, twice-baked croissants
topped with Sicilian pistachios
and just-tart-enough scones with
blood orange and blueberries.
In its neon-lit glory, The Odeon
is nothing short of an NYC icon.
The all-day bistro is as good a
choice for a perfect martini and
frisée salad with poached egg
and crackling lardons as it is for
people-watching.
Sommelier Dustin Wilson and
chef Austin Johnson’s brand-new
One White Street welcomes
locals with a casual, à la carte
menu on its ground floor and
stone staircases that snake up to
the converted townhouse’s dining
rooms. Their seasonal six-course
tasting menu is built around the
fruits of their Hudson Valley farm.

DRINK Antique wallpaper, pressedtin ceilings from the 1800s, and

Enticing Alaska.
w Taste Alaska’s best kept culinary secrets with live cooking

demonstrations
w Sip local craft beer on board from Alaskan Brewing Co.
w Celebrate with exclusive cocktails inspired by Alaska
w Cozy up with blankets and a hot toddy or hot chocolate on

deck as you admire the view

Culinary Highlights.
w Juneau’s waterfront restaurants
w Catch of the day in Ketchikan
w Sustainable cooking in Icy Strait Point

Summer 2022 Alaska
Virtuoso Exclusive Benefits include:
w Up to $500 Bonus Onboard Credit per stateroom*
w Specialty Dining Dinner in Steakhouse at The Verandah

(Balcony and above)*

*Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for complete Terms and Conditions.

Combinable with:

Limited Time Offers | Cruise Sales† | Future Cruise Sales† | Military Benefits | World Club Member Savings & Benefits
†Cruise Sales and Onboard Future Cruise Sales are not combinable with each other. We are currently assessing enhanced health and safety protocols in light of COVID-19 and looking at how these may affect each voyage.
Our actual cruise offerings and itineraries may vary from the descriptions provided and images displayed throughout. © 2021 Cunard. Ships’ Registry: Bermuda. The Cunard logo and logotype are registered trademarks of
Carnival plc, an English Company trading as Cunard Line. Queen Elizabeth is a trademark owned by Cunard. All rights reserved in the United States and other countries.

City to Go

TIP
“Grand Banks, a cocktail bar
aboard a historic wooden schooner on the Hudson, is the best
place for oysters and sunsets
in downtown Manhattan. It’s
permanently docked on Pier
25, which itself is a great spot
for families, with playgrounds, a
mini-golf course, and more.”
– Michelle Summerville, Virtuoso
travel advisor, New York City

warm lighting set a historic scene
for cocktails at Tiny’s & the Bar
Upstairs. A recommendation: the
house negroni, made with Aperol
in place of Campari and spiked
with orange marmalade.
Two doors down from its Michelin-starred sister restaurant,
Atera, 20-seat Farra wine bar
makes for a great pre- or postdinner meetup, with by-the-glass
pours ranging from a Domaine
du Bagnol Cassis Rosé to a 2012
Baron de Brane from Château
Brane-Cantenac and a selection
of decades-aged Madeiras.

SHOP Todd Snyder refurbished a
nineteenth-century liquor store
with reclaimed herringbone
French oak floors and coffered
walls and ceilings lacquered in a
glossy olive hue. The result: Todd
Snyder at the Liquor Store, the
neighborhood’s most stylish
menswear shop – its tailored
velvet tuxedos, cashmere sweaters, and trucker jackets in supple
suede look great too.
Mine Tribeca stalwart Nili Lotan’s
minimalist boutique for women’s
wear-forever classics such as
bias-cut, camisole-style silk
gowns; jumpsuits; and Mongolian shearling coats and vests
inspired by the Beatles.
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The neighborhood go-to for traditional cypress rice jars, colorblocked bamboo chopsticks, and
Oribe bowls for sipping matcha,
Japanese kitchenware emporium
Korin has built a cult following
over the decades for its chefapproved knife collection.

STAY Retreat from NYC’s din at
Robert De Niro’s 88-room Greenwich Hotel, with a wood-burning
fireplace in the drawing room, a
private courtyard for cocktails,
and an underground, lantern-lit
pool set within a 250-year-old
farmhouse imported from Japan.
Andrew Carmellini’s Locanda
Verde has served as a neighborhood hangout since it opened
in 2009. Doubles from $650,
including breakfast daily and a
$100 hotel credit.
Among the coolest of The
Beekman’s 287 rooms: the Turret Penthouses, loftlike accommodations (with private outdoor
terraces) occupying the two turrets of this nineteenth-century
building. Tom Colicchio oversees Temple Court restaurant
and The Bar Room in the lobby
beneath a nine-story Victorian
atrium topped with a pyramidal
skylight. Doubles from $499,
including breakfast daily and a
$100 dining credit.
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SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

VIRTUOSO

BEST OF THE BEST
DISCOVER MORE THAN 1,400 TOP HOTELS AND RESORTS AROUND THE WORLD
WHERE VIRTUOSO TRAVELERS ENJOY THESE EXCLUSIVE PERKS:
Room upgrade, when available • Breakfast daily for two guests per bedroom • Virtuoso amenity
Early check-in and late checkout, when available • Complimentary Wi-Fi

LOS CABOS, MEXICO

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

NAPA, CALIFORNIA

One&Only
Palmilla

Fairmont
Century Plaza

Stanly Ranch,
Auberge Resorts Collection

Personal butler service
caters to your every whim
at this stunning resort on
the Baja Peninsula.

Experience the return of
this completely re-imagined
Los Angeles icon in the
heart of the city.

Retreat to this 700-acre
historical ranch at the
gateway to the Napa and
Sonoma wine countries.

Indulge in gourmet excellence among
five venues. Snorkel, kayak, and
stand-up paddleboard on the Sea of
Cortés and enjoy wellness therapies
at the spa. Stay between now and
December 15, 2022, and receive
your fourth night free when you pay
for three or your sixth and seventh
nights free when you pay for five.

Take a dip in the rooftop pool, enjoy
a workout, and pamper yourself with
signature spa treatments. Dine in the
French brasserie, Lumiere, and relax
with cocktails and music at the bar.
Stay two nights between now and
December 31, 2021, and receive a
complimentary third night.

Lounge seating, fire pits, and outdoor
showers make cottages and suites
feel intimate and personal. Discover
a new favorite wine at Basin Bar
and try sustainably sourced dishes
celebrating the bounty of the land
in two restaurants. Learn a new skill
from a local artisan and take a holistic
approach to health at the spa.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $150-value
resort credit per stay.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100 hotel
credit per stay.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100 resort
credit per stay.

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

SPOTLIGHT ON: THE SET COLLECTION

Living Room of the City
From Amsterdam to Paris, London to Jerusalem, these five stylish properties
embody their destinations’ distinct joie de vivre.
LIVE THE PARISIAN LIFE
Settle into your very own piece
of art history at Hôtel Lutetia,
exemplary of the City of Light’s
transition from art nouveau to
art deco in the early twentieth
century. The Parisian favorite
holds court as the only palace
hotel among the city’s iconic
Left Bank gems, including the
Eiffel Tower and Panthéon. Opt
for the newly launched Isabelle
Huppert Suite, designed by the
actress herself, which overlooks the gold-plated Dôme
des Invalides and combines
Parisian couture and comfort in
an apartment-style dwelling.
DABBLE IN DESIGN
Italian designer Piero Lissoni married Amsterdam’s
signature minimalist, innovative architecture with its
playful, futuristic style in his
meticulous restoration of the
Conservatorium, transforming
the heritage building into a
spacious, self-contained slice
of Amsterdam itself. Check
in to awake in the city’s cultural heart, with the Museum
District and its Concertgebouw concert hall, Van Gogh
Museum, and verdant Vondelpark at your doorstep.
FOLLOW YOUR TASTE BUDS
In tribute to London’s status
as one of the world’s most
culturally diverse cities, Hotel
Café Royal celebrates creative
flavors from all corners of
the globe. Satisfy your sweet
tooth at Cakes & Bubbles, the
dessert-only concept from
renowned Spanish pastry chef
Albert Adrià, with his take on

Clockwise from top left:
A glimpse of Mamilla, the Conservatorium’s Van Baerle Suite, and Hôtel
Lutetia’s Isabelle Huppert Suite.

afternoon tea: a three-course
menu of his creations, buttressed with bubbling brut.
FIND BALANCE
Take a pause to tap into Jerusalem’s ancient wisdom at the
Mamilla Hotel’s urban oasis.
Sitting at the confluence of old
and new, social and introspective, boisterous and reflective,
the luxe retreat and its Akasha

spa exemplify calm poise,
providing the space to reconnect, reevaluate, and restore
balance with the gentle guidance of expert practitioners
and nourishing treatments,
available at the entire suite of
Set Collection hotels.
CREATE MEMORIES
FOR GENERATIONS
Jerusalem is rich with history

and cultural sites, but it knows
how to have fun too. The
David Citadel’s beautifully
designed playroom introduces children to the city with
landmark replicas, including
the Machane Yehuda Market
and Montefiore Windmill. The
kid-friendly hotel is situated
in the Old City, steps away
from the Jaffa Gate, Tower of
David, and more.

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

SPOTLIGHT ON: THOMPSON HOTELS

Destination Dining
Hotel restaurants reclaim their role as city tastemakers.

CAT GOT YOUR TONGUE
Step into an art deco wonderland at Catbird in the Thompson
Dallas, where reality is awash
in a swank, somewhat fantastical filter across several lavish
vignettes. Groups gather at
the new downtown hot spot
for shared plates of brisket
bao buns, Maine mussels,
and more, washed down with
classic cocktails with a spin.
Opt for the house specialty,
a grapefruit-foam-topped
tequila drink as hypnotizing
as the space itself.
TAKE A BITE OUT OF TEXAS
James Beard Award finalist
Steve McHugh sources ingredients from heritage growers
for Landrace, one of the city’s
most anticipated openings
this year, at the Thompson
San Antonio. Sample elevated
rancher favorites such as
savory Hopi blue-corn hush
puppies and coal-cooked
trout and Bandera quail,
backed by a whiskey-sourinspired libation infused with
butternut squash.
MOUTH OF THE SOUTH
Thompson Nashville’s Marsh
House celebrates Southern
cuisine with a bounty of
responsibly sourced, sustainable seafood. Plan ahead for
the popular $1 oyster happy
hour (Wednesday through
Friday) and weekend brunch,
which draws well-dressed
locals for seasonal scones and
Chambongs alongside seafood towers of oysters, crab
ravigote, mussels, and more.

Clockwise from top left:
Oceanfront dining at The Cape, a
taste of the Thompson Nashville, and
The Beekman’s Temple Court Bar.

NIGHT ON THE TOWN
Temple Court, Tom Colicchio’s signature restaurant at
The Beekman in Lower Manhattan, stands as a tribute to
the bygone era of big-city
fine dining. Come for the
likes of chestnut agnolotti
with black truffle, salt-baked
king salmon, or Rohan duck
with mustard spätzle, but

save time for a nightcap at
the adjacent bar to soak up
the gothic glamour of its
nine-story atrium that dates
to 1883.
BAJA BEAUTY
Celebrated chef Enrique
Olvera honors the point
where sand meets sea at
Manta, which is tucked into

The Cape, a Thompson Hotel
in Cabo San Lucas. Overlooking one of Cabo’s beloved
surf breaks, Olvera’s restaurant takes diners on a tour
of Mexico, Peru, and Japan
through tempting fusions such
as suckling pig cochinita with
steamed buns, fresh catch
marinated in árbol miso, and
sweet-corn ice cream mochi.

Seat at the Bar

Naked and Loving It
Lisbon’s new generation of wine bars bets big on natural wines.
BY CHADNER NAVARRO PHOTOGRAPHY BY NANNA DÍS

I
Natural winners (from
left): A pour at Senhor
Manuel and SEM owners
George McLeod and Lara
Espirito Santo.

N SUMMER 2019, STROLLING AROUND

Lisbon’s quiet Estrela neighborhood, I
sought out Stéphanie Audet and Marc
Davidson’s Senhor Uva, a months-old
jewel box of a bar generating undeniable
excitement among locals for its inventive
vegetarian menu and a wine program that
was entirely natural. No one knew it at
the time, but that intimate dining room,
where servers geeked out over underthe-radar winemakers before generously
pouring glasses of their latest discoveries,
would play a significant role in ushering in
a new wave of wine in a city where it flows

as enduringly as the Tagus River.
Portugal is home to roughly 250 native
grape varieties; wine is harvested, produced,
and tossed back in nearly every corner of the
country. In its capital, that passion has manifested in a host of new bars focused on natural – also known as “naked” or “raw” – wines.
“It used to be difficult to find somewhere
to drink wine here outside of traditional
tascas [taverns] and high-end restaurants,”
says Davidson. “Bars like Uva hit the sweet
spot, where you can have great food, try
a couple of glasses of wine, and enjoy this
beautiful, sunny city.”
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BEST
IN ALASKA

BEST
ALASKA CRUISE

BEST
ONBOARD DINING

2019 CRUISE CRITIC,
CRUISERS' CHOICE
DESTINATION
AWARDS

2019 AFAR
TRAVELERS'
CHOICE
AWARDS

2020 TRAVELAGE
WEST WAVE AWARDS
EDITOR'S
PICK

From left: Comida
Independente servers
and the back patio at
Les Bons Vivants.

See Alaska
with the Best
Trust the cruise line voted best
in Alaska and journey to the
Great Land while enjoying unrivaled
experiences in food, wine and spirits.

Contact your
Virtuoso Travel Advisor

He and Audet have just launched a second project not far from Uva called Senhor
Manuel. Lisbon’s dining landscape is abuzz
with many more bars championing natural
wine and the lifestyle that often aligns with
it – sustainability, eating local.
“Wine-drinking is an intrinsic part of
the culture here,” says Lara Espirito Santo,
who recently opened SEM, a restaurant/
wine bar in the historic Alfama district.
“But I think these bars are a reflection of
my generation becoming more interested
in who is cooking our food, who is making
our wine. You can’t feel that connection if
the person on the other side is a conglomerate.” Here are six of Lisbon’s top spots focused on natural wines. Come thirsty.
One-Stop Shop

COMIDA INDEPENDENTE
Rita Santos’ beloved deli and bar in Lisbon’s
historic center champions local artisans,
from the tilework that decorates its interior
to the farm-fresh cuisine from fine-dining
vet Marcella Ghirelli and around 250 natural wines (two-thirds of them Portuguese).
Among her favorites: Vitor Claro’s Dominó
Consult https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/
covid-4/coronavirus-cruise-ship for the latest CDC
cruise travel advice, warnings and recommendations.
Ships’ Registry: The Netherlands.
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vintages from slightly higher-altitude old
vines in the Alentejo. “Vitor’s lighter wines
have lots of flavor and elegant fruit, avoiding the excessive alcohol and deep extraction typical of the region,” Santos says.
Second Act

SENHOR MANUEL
Building on the success of their first bar,
Senhor Uva, Québec natives Stéphanie Audet and Marc Davidson’s new venture is designed as the neighborhood joint locals stop
by for a glass of wine and a snack on their
way to or from nearby Estrela Park. Snag
one of its 14 seats for veggie-forward small
plates, such as fresh figs with Banyuls vinaigrette, Gorgonzola, and toasted pumpkin
seeds, which pairs nicely with a minerally
Branco Especial white blend from the Vale
da Capucha just outside Lisbon.
French Import

LES BONS VIVANTS
Owners Léonie Benoist and Ulysse Jasinsky
modeled this shabby-chic boîte in up-andcoming Intendente on the easygoing French
bistros they frequented while growing up

TIP
“For a winetasting day trip
from the city, I recommend
Quinta de Sant’Ana, a familyrun estate in the Sintra
region less than 45 minutes
north of Lisbon.”
– Luís de Sousa, Virtuoso
travel agency owner, Lisbon

The appetite for safari is
as voracious as ever.
in Poitiers. Redbrick walls, warm wood furniture, and neon signs set the scene for a
night of French cheese and wine. The team
imports les vins themselves, including onlyhere exclusives such as the Les Bons Vivants
Cuvée, a fresh, fruity blend of muscadelle
and sauvignon blanc, made in partnership
with biodynamic winemaker Philippe Maffre in southern France. Benoist appreciates
how low-intervention wines allow her to
better connect with guests. “These are the
types of wine that you need time to discuss
with people,” she says. “They offer a surprise each time.”

Discover why with the 10-Time
#1 Travel+Leisure Winner.

The Side Hustle

SEM
In June, George McLeod and Lara Espirito
Santo opened their upscale restaurant and
adjacent wine bar with sustainability in
mind: The casual star of the two venues
sticks to seasonal harvests for small plates
and is decked out with upcycled plastic
furniture. “We think about wines the same
way we think about food,” Espirito Santo
says. “We ask, Who’s behind it, and are they
working alongside nature, rather than trying
to make nature work for them?” She recommends pairing the Corvina rice with furikake with one of her favorite sips: Menina
d’Uva’s 2020 Líquen from Trás-os-Montes.
“It has an earthy sweetness – as if it arrived
to dot an i or cross a t with our food.”
Market Find

PRADO MERCEARIA
Timeworn, geometric-patterned tiled
f loors; mason jars filled with colorful ingredients; and antique reproductions that
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Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for details

Seat at the Bar
mimic old-world, buy-everything-here grocery stores make this gourmet deli-cumwine bar one of Lisbon’s most photogenic
spaces. Lining the shelves are Portuguese
foodstuffs and wines, which visitors can
purchase to go or enjoy at one of the smattering of tables. The all-natural, all-Portuguese
wine list is ever-growing and ever-changing. “We’re seeing new producers emerge
from different parts of the country all the
time,” says grocer Carlos Duarte. “People
are thirsty for them.” Duarte is a fan of the
2020 Loureiro from Aphros, a biodynamic
farm in the northern region of Minho. Its
aromatic sweetness is balanced by bracing
acidity – just the pour to put a smile on a
sunny Lisbon afternoon.
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From Venice with Love

VINO VERO
Giulia Capaccioli and Massimo Bartoli
opened a satellite of their family’s Venetian
natural wine bar on the hills of Graça, serving around 600 different boutique wines
ranging from European to New Zealander.
The two-year-old bar has proved a hit: VV,
as locals call it, feels like the neighborhood’s
casual social hub, where raucous groups
chatter over burrata loaded with tomatoes
and the Vinho Verde flows freely.

LISBON LAIRS
Where to rest up after a wine-fueled evening.

A recent expansion doubled the room count (now
48) and added a new pool
to the Valverde Hotel, a
city-center property on
Avenida da Liberdade. Its
restaurant, Sítio, has live
music numerous nights
and draws a crowd for
dishes such as octopus
with black garlic and
marinated guinea fowl
with beets and black
truffle. Doubles from
$330, including breakfast
daily and private roundtrip airport transfers.
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Adjacent to Parque Eduardo VII, the historic 282room Four Seasons Hotel
Ritz Lisbon just completed
extensive renovations that
introduced Cura, a new

restaurant from buzzy
chef Pedro Pena Bastos.
Doubles from $695, including breakfast daily and
a $100 dining credit.
When the 87-room Bairro
Alto Hotel reemerged
from a nearly two-year
renovation of its eighteenth-century buildings
in 2019, it brought in chef
Nuno Mendes, whose
work in London garnered
Michelin stars, to oversee
its culinary program and
fifth-floor restaurant and
terrace. Doubles from
$400, including breakfast daily and a $100
dining credit.
There might not be a
better people-watching

perch than the outdoor,
Praça do Comércio-facing
restaurant at the 90-room
Pousada de Lisboa. The
spa’s pool and sauna
make it a relaxing postsightseeing retreat too.
Doubles from $280,
including breakfast daily
and a $100 dining credit.
Just west of downtown in
Lapa, the diplomatic quarter, the hilltop, 109-room
Olissippo Lapa Palace
has some of the city’s
best views and a quiet
pool with loungers tucked
among its gardens and
fountains. Doubles from
$430, including a half
bottle of Porto on arrival,
breakfast daily, and
a $100 dining credit.

PALAIS
COBURG

PALAIS COBURG
HOTEL RESIDENCE
·
Culinary oasis in the
heart of Vienna, Austria
·
5 –Star-Superior Hotel with
34 Suites
·
Gourmet Restaurant with 2 Guide
Michelin Stars
·
Daily restaurant with beautiful
garden seating
·
6 wine cellars with 60.000 bottles
·
Best wine list in the world
2014 & 2017
·
Modern hotel situated in a historic
royal palace

PA L A I S C O B U R G R E S I D E N Z G M B H • C O B U R G B A S T E I 4 • V I E N N A , A U S T R I A
P L E A S E C O N TA C T Y O U R V I R T U O S O T R A V E L A D V I S O R

*****
SUPERIOR

On the Table

From left: Empress by Boon chef
Ho Chee Boon and Lion’s Den.

O

Spice Up
the Night
San Francisco’s Chinatown glows anew.
BY KIMBERLEY LOVATO
PHOTOGRAPHY BY RACHEL WEILL
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N STOCKTON STREET, TWO ASIAN WOMEN

elbow for space and haggle over leafy vegetables and dried seafood plucked from wooden
crates and glass jars. The energetic banter,
like the lettering on the food bins and signs, is in Chinese. A few blocks away, residents gather to chitchat
on benches, play chess and mah-jongg, and practice tai
chi in Portsmouth Square, a historic plaza. Last year,
these same stretches of San Francisco’s Chinatown
were practically deserted. Small businesses in the
20-block neighborhood suffered during the pandemic
while everyone stayed indoors.
Now, North America’s oldest Chinatown (established in the 1850s) is slowly reemerging and remains
one of the city’s best neighborhoods to wander, thanks
to 40-plus alleyways and relatively flat streets lined
with galleries, shops, and public art. The no-frills dim
sum joints have returned, as have the traditional bakeries, whose out-the-door lines never seem to wane.
Some newcomers have also joined the scene, bringing
a new sense of hope to the district. Among them, Lion’s
Den Bar & Lounge – Chinatown’s first new live-music
lounge in more than 40 years – as well as the longawaited Empress by Boon, which welcomed diners
over the summer alongside the swaying red lanterns
of Grant Avenue, Chinatown’s main thoroughfare.
Helmed by chef Ho Chee Boon, the former executive chef of Hakkasan International who earned Michelin stars in London and New York, the glammed-up

Cantonese restaurant took over the historic sixth-floor location once occupied by
the Empress of China, a cherished specialoccasion restaurant since 1966 that closed
in 2014. The focal point of Empress by
Boon’s entrance is the original 24-footdiameter carved wooden pergola, transported from Taiwan, which now houses a
chic lounge bar. While there aren’t many
other remnants of the old Empress left,
Boon hopes her essence still shines.
The Empress originally served as one of
five thriving banquet halls in the tight-knit
community and is the latest to be taken
over by a marquee chef. In 2016, Brandon Jew opened his now Michelin-starred
Mister Jiu’s in the former Four Seas space
(as a child, Jew attended his uncle’s wedding there). A year later, the former Gold
Mountain hall reopened as China Live, a
30,000-square-foot Chinese-food emporium created by longtime San Francisco
chef and restaurateur George Chen. The
casual first-floor marketplace serves fresh
noodles, seasonal vegetable dishes, and
dim sum, including the popular pan-fried
pork buns. Upstairs, elegant Eight Tables
has racked up accolades for its sublime tencourse tasting menu and exclusivity – diners access the eight-table reservations-only
restaurant through a back-alley entrance
with a private elevator.
Chen often shops neighborhood streets
for produce with the “Chinese grandmas,”
as he calls them, and likes to grab egg tarts
for his staff from Golden Gate Bakery,
which has mercurial opening hours, but,
as Chen puts it, “Word gets around, and we
line up because the tarts are fresh, and warm
custard is really the only way to enjoy them.”
As for the new arrivals, Chen says the
more the merrier, but he hopes anyone coming to the area sees that Chinatown is more
than just a tourist stop. “There are still so
many ma-and-pa shops and families that have
been here a long time – some for more than a
hundred years. It’s a real community that we
need to work hard to support,” he says.
Here are eight spots that put the sizzle
in Chinatown.

From top: China Live
deliciousness and
Eight Tables’ “Silk
Degrees” cocktail.

Golden Gate Bakery is known for their traditional baked goods, such as egg-custard tarts
in a buttery crust and pineapple mooncakes,
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On the Table
packaged in pink boxes – as well as long
lines that wind down the block. Tourists,
take note: Their hours are unpredictable,
and they’re a bit like Seinfeld’s Soup Nazi –
they’ll yell at you if you take photos.
(Eastern Bakery, Chinatown’s oldest,
is a reliable backup for great egg-custard
tarts and coffee crunch cake, an only-inSan Francisco classic.)
In its “new” location since 2015, Sam Wo
Restaurant dishes out the famous jook
rice porridge and barbecue-pork rice noodle rolls that have made it a community
favorite for more than a century.
Lucky Creation Vegetarian Restaurant
is a rare meatless standout in Chinatown,
established by a Buddhist couple from
Hong Kong and still family run. Cash only.
The first solo restaurant of internationally
renowned chef Ho Chee Boon, Empress by
Boon has special-occasion-worthy views
of San Francisco from three sophisticated
dining areas, where the crisp, colorful
aesthetic matches the modern Cantonese
dishes such as xiao long bao (soup dumplings) with Ibérico ham and grilled black
cod in a soya and shacha sauce. Tables
book out in advance, but the bar and lounge
now serve delicious dim sum, no reservation needed.
Two-story China Live stands as an ode
to modern Chinese cuisine, with a casual
food hall, a cocktail lounge upstairs, Eight
Tables – home to one of the city’s top tasting menus – and a culinary shop stocking
tea and tableware from the motherland.
Chinatown’s only Michelin-starred restaurant, Mister Jiu’s, serves Chinese familystyle entrees – Peking-style roast duck with
house-made pancakes, peanut butter hoisin sauce, and scallions is a crowd pleaser –
on tables with built-in lazy Susans beneath
gold lotus chandeliers.
Lion’s Den Bar & Lounge amps up the
neighborhood’s nightlife with DJs and live
bands, plus craft cocktails and small bar
bites such as fried oysters, salt-and-pepper
wings, and crispy shrimp rolls.
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From left: Vegetarian
dishes at Lucky Creation
and the historic Four
Seas space, now home
to Mister Jiu’s.

SAVOR SAN FRANCISCO
How to get the lay of the land, and where to stay to pop into Chinatown.

GO Context Travel’s private three-hour historianled tour through North
Beach and Chinatown
includes a stop in historic
Portsmouth Square, a
gathering spot for the
Chinese community,
and the place where the
discovery of gold was first
announced in 1848. Departures: Any day through
2022; from $476 for four.
STAY Inside a 1909 Nob

Hill building, The RitzCarlton, San Francisco
has 336 modern guest
rooms and suites, as well
as a lobby lounge pouring
exclusive tastings from
Napa Valley winemaker
Jean-Charles Boisset.
Doubles from $489,
including a $64 breakfast
credit daily and a $100
dining credit.
Cable cars clang right past
the stately 606-room

Fairmont San Francisco
atop Nob Hill, which is
ideally situated for
Chinatown outings and
a ten-minute (downhill)
walk to Empress by Boon.
It’s also home to the
legendary Tonga Room,
with its thatched huts,
faux thunderstorms on
the central lagoon, and
potent tiki drinks. Doubles
from $379, including
breakfast daily and a
$100 dining credit.

PARK HYATT VIENNA
CONTEMPORAY DESIGN
SOPHISTICATED VIENNESE ATMOSPHERE
LUXURIOUS GUESTROOMS AND SUITES
LOCAL AND SUSTAINABLE FOOD CONCEPTS
UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCES

THE ULTIMATE LUXURY STAY IN THE CENTRE OF VIENNA.
FOR RESERVATIONS PLEASE CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.

Style & Design

The Cases for Fun
A
w
BY MARIKA CAIN

BRIGGS & RILEY
Sympatico Domestic Carry-On
Expandable Spinner, $599,
briggs-riley.com
ZERO HALLIBURTON
Edge Lightweight International
Carry-On, $475,
zerohalliburton.com

ARLO SKYE
Dusen Dusen Zipper Carry-On Max with
front pocket, $375, arloskye.com
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MONOS
Carry313
mo os.com

JULY
Carry
july.com

PIQUADRO
PQ-Light cabi -size spi er
piquadro.com

308

ROAM
Jau t Carry9
roamluggage.com
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Cruising

Amazon
Primer
A reluctant adventurer’s guide to South America’s
most revered river.
BY ELAINE SRNKA

A

S OUR SKIFF MOTORED THROUGH PERU’S PACAYA

From top: Aqua Nera in
expedition mode and
skiff reflections in the
mirrored forest.
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(SKIFF) SCOTT SPORLEDER

Samiria National Reserve in what’s known as the mirrored forest, I peered into the surprisingly clean, clear
water below. Its glassy surface reflected the sky above,
dotted with fluffy clouds and framed by dense foliage that lined the
banks. The driver cut the boat’s engine and we floated, surrounded
not by silence but by the sounds of nature: A pair of long-tailed blue
and yellow macaws squawked overhead; tree branches rustled
as capuchin monkeys swung from limb to limb calling to each
other; catfish splashed as they jumped from the water, chasing a

HOTEL SACHER WIEN
Austrian Luxury since 1832.
Since 1832, the name Sacher has stood for authentic Austrian luxury,
outstanding local cuisine including its unique Original Sacher-Torte and
unforgettable moments with excellent personal service. Today, it is the only
family-owned five-star superior hotel in Vienna. With its exceptional location
directly opposite Vienna State Opera, Hotel Sacher Wien is the perfect
starting point from which to explore the city.

cluster of tiny white butterflies. A glossy
green kingfisher, my new favorite bird,
landed on a tree stump nearby, commanding attention with its strident, bossy song.
I made a mental note to remember how I
felt in that moment, relaxed and connected
and awed by nature.
I’m not particularly outdoorsy. I prefer
high heels to hiking boots, my hair frizzes
in humidity, and it’s difficult to look fashionable while wearing a life vest. I’m not the
type to have a favorite bird. But after nearly
18 months of hunkering down at home, I was
ready to step away from my computer, get
back out into the world, and do something.
The launch of Aqua Expeditions’ newest
yacht on the Amazon River promised just
the right amount of easy adventure with an
emphasis on stylish refinement, so I somewhat impulsively dusted off my passport
and boarded my first long-distance flight in
two years.
My husband and I flew to Lima and then
connected to Iquitos, a port city in northeast Peru, for a four-day cruise on the
40-passenger Aqua Nera. Aqua Expeditions’
founder and CEO, Francesco Galli Zugaro,
and his family were on board to welcome us,
and the mood was cautiously celebratory:
The ship was supposed to have launched in
2020, but the pandemic put all plans on hold.
This inaugural sailing was not only the family’s first time seeing the Nera but also the
company’s first scheduled cruise to operate
since the pandemic began. (Aqua also operates the Aria, which pioneered luxury cruising on the Amazon, and two other ships on
the Mekong River and in Indonesia.)
It was worth the wait. With just 20 cabins
on two decks, the sleek vessel is a floating
boutique hotel with a sexy vibe and contemporary interior design overseen by Birgit
Galli Zugaro. In the chic main lounge, a DJcurated playlist sets the mood throughout
the day, and a bar anchors an inviting seating area perfect for conversation and cocktails. We clearly weren’t roughing it: There’s

Clockwise from top: A Peruvian
chocolate sampler, catch-andrelease piranha fishing, an
Amazon kingfisher on alert,
and Aqua Nera’s lounge.
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(CHOCOLATE TASTING) ELAINE SRNKA, (FISHING AND LOUNGE) STEVIE MANN,
(KINGFISHER) JOHN TREVOR PLATT/ALAMY

Cruising

H O T E L S T H AT D E F I N E
T H E D E S T I N AT I O N ™
Stylish living and supreme cuisine in the heart of the city –
the Hotel Bristol Vienna, a Luxury Collection Hotel, has been a synonym
for living history, finest personal service and Viennese charm for more than 125 years.

FOLLOW US

HOTEL BRISTOL
A LUXURY COLLECTION HOTEL
KÄRNTNER RING 1, 1010 VIENNA, AUSTRIA

#bristolvienna
#viennesecharmtoday

Cruising

TIP
“Consider bringing clothing,
school supplies, and toys to
give to village children.”
– Dori Peterson,
Virtuoso travel advisor,
La Jolla, California
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a billiards table and screening room, a gym
and spa, a sundeck and plunge pool, and
indoor and outdoor dining areas. A leatherwrapped curved staircase connects dramatically lit corridors that lead to the spacious
cabins, which cosset guests with California
king beds, decadently outfitted bathrooms,
and floor-to-ceiling windows that let you
take in the rain forest as it glides past.
And that’s the real draw: the mighty Amazon. One of the longest rivers in the world,
extending into eight countries, it flows
from the Andean highlands of Peru across
Brazil into the Atlantic Ocean. Aqua Expeditions operates in the Pacaya Samiria
National Reserve, a protected area at the
heart of the Peruvian Amazon.
“It’s one of the most biodiverse regions on
earth, as well as the birthplace of the Ama-

zon,” says Francesco. “It’s smaller here than
in Brazil, on a narrower portion of the river,
which lets us get up close to views and sights
that larger ships can’t.”
Days were structured much like those of
a land-based safari, with skiffs departing
on three daily excursions led by naturalist
guides. The guides, including “George of
the Jungle,” as he called himself, wowed us
with stories and superstitions about flora
and fauna, monkeys and sloths, and dangerous predators. They told of the nearly 3,000
freshwater fish species, from armored catfish (its “jungle caviar” a regional delicacy)
and prized peacock bass to giant paiche
that can grow up to 400 pounds (“you don’t
fish for it, you hunt it”). They carried thick
books on the region’s wildlife and knew
every bird’s call. Juan, who learned about

(SUITE) STEVIE MANN, (FOOD) ELAINE SRNKA

From left: Pedro Miguel Schiaffino,
one of Peru’s first chefs to specialize in Amazon cuisine; breakfast
tamals, plantains, and a yellow
tomato-chile sauce; and a guest
suite with a view.

ADVERTISEMENT

CULINARY EXCELLENCE
IN THE HEART OF VIENNA
Experience a wide range of exquisite
cuisines offered among the restaurants
at Palais Hansen Kempinski Vienna.

DIE KÜCHE WIEN
Savor some of Austria’s most-loved dishes and contemporary
cuisine prepared with fresh, regional ingredients at one of
Vienna’s best restaurants.
Start your day with a sumptuous buffet breakfast, including a
convenient late-riser breakfast on Saturdays. Visit during the
special business lunch and select from a two- or three-course
menu that changes daily. For dinner, enjoy a lovely family
gathering with the à la carte menu or the “Wishing Table” menu.

EDVARD
Plan your fine-dining experience at the award-winning EDVARD.
With a Michelin-star designation and 17 Gault & Millau points and
four toques, it is one of the top gourmet restaurants in Austria.
The talented master chef, Thomas Pedevilla, combines only
the highest-quality ingredients to create a delectable blend of
Alpine and Mediterranean flavors. Guests can delight their
palate with five- and seven-course artisan tasting menus and
a nine-course degustation menu that is ideal for celebrations.
The knowledgeable staff will be delighted to guide you through
the extensive wine menu to select the perfect pairings.

Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor to start planning
your gourmet getaway in Vienna.

Cruising
jungle medicine from his grandfather, a shaman, told me how to use herbs and roots to
cure various ailments.
About the Amazon’s maligned piranhas:
They’re much smaller than I’d expected, but
you can’t miss their rows of tiny sharp teeth.
We fished for them, using simple wooden
poles baited with raw meat to lure schools
of them, but most would frenetically snatch
the meat away before we could catch them.
On one outing, rare pink dolphins frolicked around our skiffs. Their translucent
skin gives them their hue – and an air of
mystery for locals who may fear the bad
luck they’re thought to bring. Another
morning, we kayaked through a blackwater tributary, paddling past people
aboard makeshift log rafts and waving to
children in thatched-roof villages along
the shores. Our guides assured us that the
water was safe for swimming, but there
was no way I wanted to fall in.
We boarded tenders at dusk, our guides
brandishing torches as we plied the dark
water in search of caiman, among the river’s
most dangerous inhabitants. Vine-covered
branches closed around us, and the jungle
symphony grew ominous as bats swooped
low overhead and red eyes peered out at us
from the riverbanks. As we cut through the
brush to spy white, black, and even a tiny
baby caiman, I couldn’t shake my (irrational?) fear that an anaconda might drop into
our boat – and was happy to return to the
safety of the Nera.
The ship provided a serene foil to the wilderness surrounding it, and life on board
was relaxing and laid back. As much as I enjoyed the excursions, dining was admittedly
my favorite part of the cruise, from alfresco
breakfasts to festive meals in the dining
room. Peruvian chef Pedro Miguel Schiaffino’s innovative menus showcased ingredients sourced from the Amazon, elevating
everything with a delicious sense of place.
When our cruise came to an end, I was
fulfilled, inspired, and ready to sign up for
another Aqua sailing. The creature comforts and luxury touches, balanced with
destination immersion and responsible
tourism operations, struck just the right
chord and served as the perfect launch for
my return to travel. After all, life itself is an
adventure – and I’m ready to live it fully.
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Tributary exploring
by kayak.

AMAZON ADVENTURES
Trips to channel your own inner explorer.

LATAM flies to 19 cities in
Peru from four gateway
cities in the U.S., including
nonstop flights to Lima
from Los Angeles, Miami,
New York, and Orlando.
Aqua Expeditions operates two ships on the
Peruvian Amazon, with
year-round sailings ranging from four to eight
days. Aqua Nera departures from $4,230. Aria
Amazon is available for

private charters, starting
from $155,000 for up to
40 guests.
Follow the Amazon from
Brazil to Peru on a 10day cruise aboard the
Seabourn Venture, a new
264-passenger luxury
expedition vessel complete with two submarines
for an entirely different
perspective. Sail from
Manaus through Brazil
before ending in Iquitos,

Peru. Departure: March
29, 2023; from $11,599.
See Peru’s highlights on
the water and off with
Lindblad Expeditions’
nine-day tour that visits
Lima, Cuzco, the Sacred
Valley, Machu Picchu, and
more, before boarding the
Delfin II riverboat for four
days on the Amazon.
Departures: Multiple dates
beginning February 12,
2022; from $8,150.

C UL IN A RY E X P E R IE N CES

CRAFTING
INSPIRING
MOMENTS

Family Travel

Creature Comforts
Dogs are living their best vacation lives thanks to pet-friendly hotels.
BY LARRY OLMSTED

O

UR PETS ARE GROWING MORE AND MORE

pampered, spending their days frolicking at
doggy day cares, celebrating their birthdays at
elaborate fêtes, and enjoying an array of petcentric designer accessories. It’s no surprise, then, that
this coddling extends to vacations, a trend fueled recently
by a pandemic road-trip boom and the concurrent popularity of private jets. Both make it much more convenient
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to travel with our four-legged friends, which has compelled more luxury hotels and resorts to accept pets than
ever before.
“Absolutely there is more interest in taking the dog,”
says Virtuoso agency founder Michael Holtz, whose Havanese-poodle mix, Bagel, is a frequent traveler with her
own Instagram account. “All the pandemic puppies are
now part of the family,” he says. “A lot of times our clients

LUCAS ALLEN

Canine pampering
at Toronto’s Bisha
Hotel & Residences.

©2021 Marriott International, Inc. All Rights Reserved. All names, marks and logos are the trademarks of Marriott International, Inc., or its affiliates.

H O T E L S T H AT D E F I N E
T H E D E S T I N AT I O N ™
Originally built for the Prince of Württemberg, Hotel Imperial boasts gilded grandeur in the heart of Vienna.
For almost 150 years, Hotel Imperial, a Luxury Collection Hotel, Vienna has offered the utmost in
personal service in combination with the city’s exceptional charm.
BOOK AN UNFORGETTABLE STAY THROUGH YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.

Family Travel
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worry more about how much their dog will
enjoy the trip than their spouse.” But there’s
a big difference between merely accepting
dogs and warmly welcoming them, and the
pet-friendliest properties have special programs, from doggy room-service menus and
dog-accessible dining venues to fancy beds
and custom-baked treats. The best properties have no size or weight limits and offer
services such as pet sitting and dog walking.
And many have their own dogs in residence,
for those who leave a fur baby home.
Some destinations are more appealing than others, according to Holtz, who
has some tips to make traveling with dogs
even more “pawsome.” From wine country
to the mountains, California is especially
welcoming. Cities have been much less
crowded since the pandemic, so Holtz sees
rising popularity for urban hotels among
his clients and more top properties now embracing dogs. By their nature, villas are dog
friendly, and he’s seen the villa rental market boom during the pandemic.
Getting there with a pet can be the
trickiest part. Take flight connections, for
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instance. “Unless they are trained service
dogs, as soon as they get in the airport they
have to go outside, and that means leaving
the secure area,” Holtz says. He adds that
Mexico has been popular because it’s easy
to get to, with nonstop flights to Cabo or
Cancún from a dozen cities. The Caribbean,
however, has been more problematic. He
suggests that Canada-bound U.S. citizens
drive rather than fly over the border. Across
North America properties are welcoming
pets, and these are some of the best.

BEACH BREAKS
Famously dog friendly for decades, Cape
Elizabeth’s Inn by the Sea, just outside
Portland, Maine, has dog menus, fine dining on a patio, and waiter-served treats (and
cocktails for owners) at Adirondack chairs
on the great lawn – and dogs are welcome at
the indoor fireside lounge bar, an unusual
touch. Pups can romp on the private beach
during the off-season (October through
March) and have the pool all to themselves
during the “Pool Pawty,” always the last
week of fall. The 61-room inn has 21 dog-

friendly rooms (no pet fees, no weight limits) and includes extras such as water bowls,
beach towels, cozy blankets, and signature
treats at turndown. The newest lodgings of
choice are the Cove Suites, two-bedroom
beachfront residences with indoor and outdoor living space for all the creatures in your
party, plus fireplaces, kitchens, and furnished decks. A longstanding “house dog”
adoption program has placed more than 150
dogs with visiting guests. Dog-friendly suites
from $649, including breakfast daily and a
$100 hotel credit.
Two Labrador mixes in residence anchor
a canine ambassadors program at South
Carolina’s Montage Palmetto Bluff. The
dog perks include cushy beds for visiting
pooches, accessories, toys, and a roomservice pet menu with delicacies such as
Angus beef with rice and vegetables. Repeat
pets and guests know the signature custombaked treat duo: minty oat cookies and
sweet potato chews. The resort treats both
guests and their pets with the same whiteglove service, noting canine names and
birthdays. But the real action is outside the

(INN BY THE SEA) PETER OGILVIE
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Gather with friends
for a tasting at one of
Slovakia’s wine cellars.

©OOCR Malé Karpaty

BRING YOUR APPETITE AND

SENSE OF ADVENTURE
How can you best enjoy Polish comfort food? Who has
delectable desserts? And where can wine lovers ﬁnd new
favorites? Central Europe has all the answers.
THE CZECH REPUBLIC IS A NATURAL. From food festivals and
farmers’ markets to ﬁne wines, Prague is the up-and-coming spot
for gastronomy. Taste a fusion of international ﬂavors, learn about
time-honored viniculture traditions, and sample the organic wines
making their way onto the city’s best menus.
Eat and drink your
way through Prague.

Explore Hungary’s
renowned vineyards.

A HUNGARIAN TREASURE. Tokaj isn’t just a historic wine
region, it’s part of Hungary’s identity. Try varieties like Furmint and
Hárslevelu, which reﬂect the volcanic terroir, and the world-famous
Tokaji Aszú referred to by France’s Louis XIV as the “Wine of Kings
and King of Wines.”
POLAND’S SAVORY HISTORY. Cured meats, smoked ﬁsh,
and marinated mushrooms. Modern Polish cuisine brings many
traditional cooking staples to the table. Start with a broth-based
soup or zurek (sour soup made from fermented rye), followed by
pierogi or bigos, two of Poland’s comfort foods.

Sample Poland’s savory
dishes, such as pierogi.

SIPS AND SWEETS IN SLOVAKIA. With its six winegrowing
regions, eight wine routes, and plenty of fresh-baked treats, Slovakia
is a must-visit for oenophiles and sweet seekers alike. Raise a glass
in the viticultural region of Malé Karpaty, and in Záhorie, grab a
skalický trdelník, a pastry sprinkled with walnuts and sugar.

Savor every last bite with the help of your Virtuoso travel advisor.

Family Travel
200-room property, with plenty of green
space for dogs to play and run plus miles of
tail-wagging trails on the 20,000 acres. Dog
walking, day care, and grooming are available. Doubles from $1,037, including breakfast
daily and a $100 resort credit.
The iconic Las Ventanas al Paraíso in
Los Cabos, Mexico, has long pampered human and (under 40-pound) canine guests.
They offer pet massages at the spa, “doga”
classes at the fitness center, portable pet cabanas at the beach and pool, and a made-toorder “Canine Delights” menu. Dedicated
dog butlers take four-legged guests on daily
beach walks, and 84-suite-and-villa Las
Ventanas even does seasonal pet specials:
A doggy Thanksgiving package includes a
festive canine menu, monogrammed VIP
pet bag, and placemat embroidered with
the dog’s name (no puppy tequila, though).
Doubles from $935, including breakfast
daily, a $100 spa credit, and a margarita and
taco sampling.

CITY DOGS
The Conrad Washington DC’s “Lab of
Luxury” experience includes a two-night
stay in a “Bark View” Suite at the 360-room
property, keepsake Hermès pet collar, leash,
and Tiffany & Co. water bowl, plus gourmet

P w
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“A lot of times our clients worry more about
how much their dog will enjoy the trip
than their spouse.”

treats made by executive chef Joshua Murray, a pet photo session, a $500 donation to
the Humane Society, and an afternoon picnic
with car service so you and your furry friend
can tour three dog-friendly Virginia wineries. But even dogs whose owners don’t spring
for the opulent package are welcome, with
no weight limit, dog beds, bowls, and amenities – a chew toy, Conrad dog bandana, or
gourmet treats. Doubles from $429, including
breakfast daily and a $100 dining credit. “Lab
of Luxury” experience from $5,999.
Treats, bowls, beds, and more await dogs
at the 96-room Bisha Hotel & Residences
in downtown Toronto. The property stands
out with a location in the Entertainment
District, a gourmet focus led by Michelinstarred chef Akira Back, and an artsy flair,
including a lot of Warhol screen prints and
an entire floor designed by Lenny Kravitz.
Marquee human-centric attractions – such

as Rogers Centre, CN Tower, Ripley’s
Aquarium, the symphony orchestra, and
King Street nightlife – are close by, while
Clarence Square, a wooded park with dog
area, is less than two blocks away. Doubles
from $560, including breakfast daily and a
$100 hotel credit.

COUNTRY PUPS
With properties from Maine to Mexico,
Auberge Resorts Collection is one of the
most consistently dog-friendly luxury
brands, and Solage, a 22-acre, 100-room
California wine country getaway in Calistoga, is especially attractive. Walking
paths dot the resort, many more trails
surround it, and all lodgings have outdoor
space for dogs to enjoy. A just-completed
$30 million redesign added new suites
and Picobar restaurant, and renovated all
guest rooms and public spaces. Solage has
no breed or weight limits and provides all
dogs with a bed, water and food bowls, plus
treats. Doubles from $1,044, including breakfast daily, a $100 resort credit, and a bottle of
house Napa Valley cabernet.
The Ritz-Carlton, Bachelor Gulch in
Avon, Colorado, was the first Ritz-Carlton
with a canine ambassador and has welcomed pets since the day it opened in 2002.
Today, Bachelor the Saint Bernard is often
on hand to greet visitors in the lobby. The
ski resort setting is perfect for outdoor canine activities, and nearby Beaver Creek is
a pet-loving pedestrian village with a lot
of outdoor dining and drinking. The 180room hotel has no weight limits. It provides
dog beds, bowls, and treats, and concierges
are fluent in area dog walks and activities.
There are even rare dog-friendly rooms
and suites on the Club Level, and a deluxe
chauffeured day-care partnership with
high-end Wanderlust Dog Ranch. Doubles
from $399, including breakfast daily and a
$100 hotel credit.

Experience an Incredible
Small-Group Journey by Private Air
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Conscious Comeback

The Gift
of Good
Travel-centric presents with a purpose make the
holidays even happier. BY JENNY B. DAVIS
Exploring the globe invites gratitude – shouldn’t holiday giving
foster the same feeling? From protecting vulnerable wildlife and
environments to benefiting women entrepreneurs and Indigenous
people, these gifts give back to better the world.

2.
Warm Vibes
What makes this wool-and-cotton-blend intarsia-knit sweater
feel even more warm and fuzzy: knowing it’s by sustainable fashion pioneer Stella McCartney. $1,295, net-a-porter.com.

1.
Fantastic Plastic
British accessories designer Anya Hindmarch
continues her environmental activism with the
“I Am a Plastic Bag” collection, which includes this tote
made from 32 half-liter plastic bottles and ecologically
tanned leather. $1,050, net-a-porter.com.
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3.
Hair Hero
HiBAR’s all-natural solid shampoos and conditioners come in
recyclable boxes to eliminate polluting plastic bottles and packaging – and leaks in your carry-on. From $10, hellohibar.com.

5.
Charmed Giving
Tiffany & Co ’ S
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From $275, tiffany.com.

4.
Bubbles, Not Trouble
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$90, premierchampagne.com
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6.
Woman Power, Packaged
Tory Burch Foundation’
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U S $98, toryburch.com
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7.
Linked to Communities
Equal Hands

L

$95, equalhands.com
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8.
Wh l -Gr in P w r
Xoopar’s Mr. Bio Eco-Friendly Universal Multi Charging
Cables feature braided cords made from recycled plastic
bottles and a biodegradable enclosure made from natural
wheat. Even better: At the end of the charger’s usable life,
it’s designed to completely decompose.
$31 for a set of two, neimanmarcus.com.

10.
nn ti ns
Vosges Haut-Chocolat puts Italy on the dessert menu with
its nine-piece Piemonte hazelnut praline bonbon collection.
The Chicago-based artisanal chocolate company follows a
Green Purchasing Oath, using only postconsumer paperboard for packing materials. $34, vosgeschocolate.com.
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9.
Brush s with Gr tn ss
MamaP’s bamboo toothbrushes are made with 95 percent less plastic than the standard drugstore variety, and
their handle colors correspond to the charitable cause
each purchase supports (blue for ocean conservation, yellow for saving the bees, and so on). From $8, mamap.life.

11.
R purp s d hi
Tom Ford Timepieces’ fights against pollution with this
minimalist men’s 002 Ocean Plastic watch, which repurposes the equivalent of 35 bottles’ worth of ocean plastic
into elements from the hand-braided strap to the matte
black case surrounding the Swiss-made quartz movement. $995, neimanmarcus.com.
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ONSITE IN JAPAN, THAILAND, CAMBODIA, VIETNAM, LAOS, MYANMAR

HAVE
ASIA

IT

WITHOUT

ALL

COMPROMISE

Drawing upon more than 28 years of tailor-made experience in
Asia, LUXE by EXO is the specialist division of EXO crafting one-off
journeys of distinction for Virtuoso Advisors and their clients.

In My Bag

I DON’T LEAVE HOME WITHOUT:

1.

An Away carry-on
with a USB charger and
external pocket.

2.

Wired Bose
headphones.

3. A silk eye mask, best
for avoiding wrinkles.

4.

Augustinus Bader
Rich Cream for longhaul ﬂights.

5. Liquid melatonin
(it’s more easily absorbed
at altitude).

6. An easily washable
cotton scarf, such as the
one I designed for The

Luxury Collection. My
neck needs protection
from the AC, but wool
can be overwhelming
on planes.

7. A hoodie. I like to feel
as though I’m in a cocoon
on the plane.

8.

A diary – my current
one is by Minnie Muse.

9. Liposomal vitamin C
as an immune boost.

10. Pure propolis –
this bee product is
the best antibacterial.
I take ten drops on
every ﬂight.

4.

1.

My Travel Essentials

L
T

HE 38-YEARold Milan-based
designer and
Missoni scion
was nicknamed “the
baby with the bag” as
a child for her alwaysready-to-travel attitude.
As an adult her explorations continue, from
Luang Prabang in Laos to
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Lamu Island in Kenya –
and India, the inspiration for a line of cotton
scarves she designed for
The Luxury Collection
(she’s one of the hotel
group’s Global Explorers). Her favorite Italian
getaway is Filicudi, an
island in Sicily’s Aeolian
archipelago, with a meal

at La Sirena. Missoni describes herself as a “carry-on-only traveler who
wants to have everything
planned and booked in
advance.” Except, she
says, “I always hope for a
more spontaneous travel
companion.” Her advice
for packing? “Start with
the shoes.”

6.

(PORTRAIT) VALENTINA SOMMARIVA

Margherita Maccapani Missoni starts with shoes
and always carries on.

RECONNECT.
REJOICE.
RETURN TO
EUROPE.
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Snacking, elevated:
Aperitivo at Caffè
Torino in Turin and
(opposite) at Sacripante in Rome.
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In the
Italian tradition of aperitivo, the golden
hour (or two) before dinner unspools in the
company of friends and neighbors over a
drink and small bites to eat. This custom
was a most pleasurable new habit to adopt
when I first moved to Italy more than a
decade ago. At first, there was an element
of practicality to the pastime, considering
that Italians typically eat lunch around 1 PM
and dinner usually isn’t until 9 PM or later –
an aperitivo tides you over. It’s also a warmup for the meal to come: Derived from
the Latin aperire (to open), an aperitivo is
meant to stimulate, or open, the appetite
before dinner. But what’s most important,
I learned, is the social element, the daily
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What’s most important,
I learned, is the social
element, the daily pause
to relax and catch up with
acquaintances, colleagues,
friends, and family.
pause to relax and catch up with acquaintances, colleagues, friends, and family. This
explains why a simple cocktail and nibbles
is also a cultural pillar synonymous with
the Italian way of life.
During the pandemic, aperitivo bars
were among the first places Italians went
to reconnect after emerging from a strict,
monthslong lockdown. They offered both
ample outdoor seating and the friendly,
serendipitous encounters that many had
desperately missed. Today, tables are still
spaced a bit farther apart than usual and
crowding is discouraged, but the convivial
atmosphere has finally returned.
The origins of aperitivo are murky, but
one of the earliest aperitivi was modern
vermouth. Concocted by Antonio Benedetto Carpano in Turin in 1786, vermouth is a
fortified wine aromatized with herbs and
spices. Intended to whet the appetite, this
aromatic drink quickly gained popularity
in the city’s grand cafés, where it remains
a faultless aperitivo choice today. Traditionally, vermouth is served with ice and
an orange slice, but these days, it’s equally
popular in a spritz with soda water or sparkling wine. As important as the aperitivo,
however, are the stuzzichini, the accompanying snacks that in Turin typically include
bowls of nuts, chips, and olives, as well as a

Turin breaks: Bites
at La Drogheria and
(opposite) airy
atmosphere at
Caffè Torino.
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Savoring Milan: A
negroni sbagliato
with aperitivo
snacks at Bar
Basso and (right)
Il Duomo and the
Piazza del Duomo.
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selection of focaccia, pizza, crostini, charcuterie, and cheese. But as with all things
culinary in Italy, what is served during
aperitivo varies greatly by region.
Only 80 miles east of Turin, Milan adopted a more-is-more approach to aperitivo, which gained popularity in the city in
the early 1900s. Focusing on the food, bars
across the city offer nightly buffets –
staffed by servers these days – overflowing with pasta and rice dishes, salads and
salumi, mini-sandwiches and pizzette,
focaccia and fritto misto. During aperitivo
hours (usually from 7 to 9 PM), drink prices
include unlimited access to these buffets.
Students and budget-conscious travelers
often make it a meal, refilling their plates in
what becomes an apericena, a portmanteau
of “aperitivo” and “cena” (dinner).
In Milanese bars with buffets, quantity
often trumps quality. But the Italian capital
of fashion and design is also home to many
marvelous aperitivo locales, ranging from
speakeasy-style cocktail bars and glamorous rooftops to glitzy lounges and historic
cafés. Instead of plastic plates at a buffet,
bartenders may serve gourmet stuzzichini
on large platters, or nuts and olives in silver
bowls. But wherever you go in Milan, the
drinks of choice often involve Campari,
the bitter, ruby-red liqueur invented there
in the mid 1800s by Gaspare Campari. It’s
an integral element in many classic Italian
aperitivo cocktails, including the negroni,
the Americano, and the Campari spritz.
While Campari is omnipresent in Milan,
in Venice, it’s all about Aperol. The Aperol spritz has become wildly popular in
America recently, but it’s long been an
aperitivo standby in Italy, where the fizzy,
neon-orange cocktail is also known as a
spritz Veneziano – or in Venice, just a spritz.

On the topic of aperitivo, Venice differs
from its northern neighbors in other ways as
well. In Milan and Turin, aperitivo is often
a seated affair, but before the pandemic,
you could rarely find a table in Venice – at
least not where locals go, which is to tiny
wine bars called bacari. (These days, social
distancing regulations have forced even the
smallest bacari to adopt table service and
restrict the number of guests indoors.) The
Venetian versions of aperitivo snacks, cicchetti, are similar in style to Basque pintxos
and are ordered separately. Expect toasts
topped with baccalà mantecato (whipped
cod) and marinated anchovies, speared
polpette (meatballs), fried zucchini blossoms,
and sarde in saor (sweet-and-sour sardines).
Some of Venice’s oldest bacari have been
around for centuries, long before “aperitivo”
entered the Italian lexicon. Yet these historic
bars remain among the most popular spots
for a bite, a spritz, and a canalside chat in the
pleasant hours before dinner.
Italians in nearly every city and small
town throughout the country have, over
time, embraced the aperitivo tradition
that began in the north, albeit with a more
relaxed approach. The regional differences
that were so clear in Turin, Milan, and
Venice quickly muddy as you move south.
Over the years, I’ve ordered Venetian-style
cicchetti in a bar in Florence. I’ve sampled
Milanese-style buffets in Rome and fancy
stuzzichini in Naples. I’ve paired a spritz
with Sicilian almonds and Bronte pistachios in Palermo. Even in the small Riviera
village I call home, there’s a seaside bar
that serves expertly mixed negronis with
a gourmet aperitivo platter. A few doors
down, there’s another bar where a stickysweet spritz comes with unlimited access
to a buffet loaded with olive-studded focaccia and arancini (fried rice balls). A wine
bar on the pier nearby serves only chips,
peanuts, and olives. But no matter where I
go, I know that I’m guaranteed to run into
a friend, a neighbor, or a new acquaintance
while savoring my evening aperitivo.

When in Venice:
Grand Canal
views and (below)
camaraderie at
All’Arco.
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From left: Romanstyle aperitivo at
Il Goccetto, aperitivo hour by the
Arno in Florence,
and refreshments
at Volume on
Florence’s Piazza
Santo Spirito.
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Appetite for Italy
Essential aperitivo addresses.

TURIN Classic cafés abound in the birthplace
of vermouth. Opened in 1903, Caffè Torino,
on the central Piazza San Carlo, is one of
the city’s landmark aperitivo destinations.
Beneath a glowing MARTINI sign in a baroque
loggia, well-heeled patrons sip vanillascented Carpano vermouth and nibble on
a bountiful variety of stuzzichini. Another
nearby gem is Caffè Mulassano, an intimate café with ornate boiserie that claims
to have invented tramezzini, crustless finger
sandwiches served on silver plates. A slightly
younger crowd gathers beneath the portico
outside La Drogheria, a trendy café known
for its creative cocktails and hearty aperitivo
platters that can easily double as dinner.
MILAN Aperitivo is a beloved everyday ritual
in Milan, where many bars offer generous
buffets of pasta, pizza, focaccia, and more
in the hours before dinner. Among the city’s
most stylish locales is Ceresio 7, a penthouse restaurant and bar with two outdoor
pools and panoramic views across the city.
In these glamorous environs – Dimore Studio designed the interiors – aperitivo can be
served in a poolside cabana, where drinks
are paired with beautiful, bite-size tapas.
Another favorite of the fashion-week crowd
is Bar Basso, an old-school bar that claims
to have invented the negroni sbagliato
(“broken” negroni). According to local
legend, a frazzled bartender accidentally
substituted spumante for gin, creating the
signature cocktail that is today served in
goblets accompanied by enough chips and
nuts to tide you over until dinner.
VENICE The Venetian aperitivo of choice is
an electric-orange Aperol spritz, and an
especially scenic place to sip one is The
Gritti Palace’s Bar Longhi. A favorite haunt
of Hemingway, this timeless spot serves

one of the best spritzes in town. The hotel’s
Riva Lounge, for its part, serves spectacular sunset views across the Grand Canal
from its outdoor terrace. A different sort
of atmosphere draws nightly crowds to the
city’s bacari, tiny bars serving Venetian
tapas called cicchetti. Many are clustered in
the narrow alleys behind the Rialto Market,
including Cantina Do Mori, an atmospheric bacaro dating to the fifteenth century
with dark-wood walls and copper pots hung
from the rafters, and All’Arco, a bustling
wine bar dishing out crostini topped with
whipped cod, marinated sardines, and
other Venetian specialties.

FLORENCE Florentines aren’t as fanatic about
aperitivo as their northern neighbors, but
there are plenty of bars around the Tuscan
capital that do it right. One of the most
popular is Volume, a hip café with outdoor
seating on Piazza Santo Spirito, where the
prix fixe aperitivo special includes a drink
and a platter of crudités, focaccia, dips,
and chips. Cocktail connoisseurs should
seek out La Ménagère, a café, flower shop,
restaurant, and cocktail bar located within
a sprawling nineteenth-century palazzo. Its
refined cocktail menu often includes variations on the classic negroni, and you can
order tapas to augment the complimentary
bowls of olives and chips.
ROME Aperitivo takes many forms in the
Italian capital, where Romans may spend
the pre-dinner hours in a craft beer pub
or a neighborhood enoteca. One spot that
stands out for its superlative bar snacks is
Il Goccetto, a friendly wine bar where the
walls are lined with hundreds of bottles
ready to be paired with taglieri – boards of
salumi and cheese. A more unconventional
option is Sacripante, an art gallery and
bar located within a former convent. Deep
inside the eclectic space, where modern art
hangs on ancient stone walls, the cocktail
bar resembles a Prohibition-era apothecary.
Aperitivo might include a bitters-and-tonic
cocktail paired with hand-sliced prosciutto,
Sardinian cheeses, and marinated olives.
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Italian happy
hour must-haves
(left) and a Wes
Anderson moment
in Milan.

Taste Tours
Take an aperitivo deep dive.

Tip
"On a recent trip to Italy, we
were delighted that the timehonored aperitivo remains a
staple of Italian life. From our
first Aperol spritz at Castello
di Casole, watching the sun
set over the Tuscan hills, to
our last negroni at Villa Cora’s
pool in Florence, our daily
aperitivo was pure dolce vita.”
– Tim Krenzien,
Virtuoso agency owner,
Chicago
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Virtuoso on-site tour connection Access Italy can work with advisors to craft aperitivo tours in
Venice (pair a sunset bacaro crawl with a spin through city sights), Florence (take a nighttime
jaunt through the city’s less-touristed areas or an Arno River cruise with onboard aperitivo), or
Rome (follow a privately guided visit to the Vatican with rooftop snacks and drinks at Terrazza
Borromini). From $600; prices vary per city and tour.
When in Venice, explore the history of aperitivo on Context Travel’s walking tour, where a local
sommelier will lead you through the labyrinthine streets to hidden bars serving traditional cicchetti and local wines, before a final sunset spritz beside the Grand Canal. From $476.
Join Intrepid Travel for an eight-day culinary tour that delves into Italian food culture, from
spritzes in Venice to hand-rolled pasta in Bologna, barrel-aged balsamic vinegar in Modena,
cured meats and cheeses in Tuscany, and by-the-slice pizza in Rome. From $2,610.
Backroads’ six-day bike tour, which begins and ends in Turin, journeys through Piedmont, a
beautiful region tucked between the Alps and the Mediterranean, with stops to sample fine
Barolo and Barbaresco wines, explore picturesque hilltop hamlets, and hunt for the area’s
prized white truffles. From $5,299.

ZAGREB

CROATIA

The poetry
of flavour
Zinfandel’s Restaurant
St. Mark’s Church

Zagreb’s distinctive gastronomy offers an amalgam
of cultures and dishes. Its blend of the Mediterranean
and continental cuisines will pique anyone’s interest,
and its many restaurants attract visitors from around
the world with their long tradition and their chefs,
who raise the art of food preparation to the pinnacle
of gastronomic mastery.
www.infozagreb.hr
#DeliciousZagreb

MOTHER
SHIP

Sharing meals and memories oN a food-focused
cruise through the Greek Isles. BY AMY CASSELL
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AMY CASSELL

Med moments, from far left: The “Little Venice” area of Mykonos,
mezze at Ambelothea Tavern in the village of Omodos on Cyprus, and
the view from a Grand Suite balcony aboard the Silver Moon.
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FIREWORKS
DANCED IN
THE SKY
over Athens’ port of Piraeus as our ship prepared to weigh anchor.
The spectacle had followed the christening ceremony for the Silver
Moon, Silversea Cruises’ new vessel, but for my mom and me, listening to the crackles and cheers from our suite’s balcony, the pomp felt
a little like it was especially for us.
We had ten days in the Greek Isles ahead of us and, given that
we live on opposite sides of the country, were about to spend the
most one-on-one time together in well over a decade. For years,
Greece had been my mom’s dream trip. I’d heard her stories about
childhood friends whose family owned an olive farm on Crete and
the Greek language lessons she took in high school. It became my
dream to take her to the place she never thought she’d see. Earlier
this year, in a locked-down, working-mom, “we’re-not-getting-anyyounger” moment of clarity, I’d wondered if there was ever going to
be a “right” time to go. When countries began reopening and cruise
lines hatched plans to set sail again, I thought: Just take the trip.
A few weeks later, we embarked in a swirl of excitement. I’m pretty
sure Silversea was even more thrilled to have us. The 596-passenger
Silver Moon, originally set to debut in summer 2020, had finally
sailed its maiden voyage from Athens in June, 15 months after
the pandemic brought the entire cruise industry to a standstill.
I couldn’t wait to check out the new ship, see Greece through my
mom’s eyes, and be one of the first to experience S.A.L.T. (Sea and
Land Taste), Silversea’s years-in-the-making culinary concept, billed
as an immersive deep dive into a destination’s culinary heritage.
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(RESTAURANT) AMY CASSELL,
(CULINARY DEMONSTRATION) LUCIA GRIGGI

A taste of Greece: Tables
at Thalassamou restaurant
in the village of Aliki and
(below) an excursion to
Peskesi Organic Farm.
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From left: A quiet street in Mykonos’
Old Town, simple and fresh Greek
fare during a shore excursion, and a
Symposia Spritz (prosecco, Sigalas
tsipouro, olive brine, fresh lemon,
and a Greek olive) at S.A.L.T. Bar on
the Silver Moon.

WHAT IT’S LIKE TO CRUISE RIGHT NOW
After a nearly 18-month pandemic pause, cruises are back, with a serious slate of new health-and-safety protocols in place.
Most lines, including Silversea, are requiring that guests be vaccinated to set sail. We took rapid Covid tests before boarding,
midway through the voyage, and the day before disembarking. Masks were required in all indoor spaces, butlers performed
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TIP
“Save the rosé for
Saint-Tropez – there
are so many great Greek
whites to try. My favorite
for a day at a Mykonos
beach club is Clos Stegasta
Asyrtiko, produced on the
neighboring island of Tínos.”
– Amy Grigos,
Virtuoso travel advisor,
Morganville, New Jersey

After a long-haul flight and a jet-lagged attempt to explore
Athens, stepping into our suite felt blissful. The Silver Moon’s
387-square-foot Deluxe Veranda Suites have a queen-size bed,
sitting area, marble bathroom with a separate shower and tub,
and private veranda – an undeniable upgrade from the cramped,
windowless inside cabin on our only other cruise together 12 years
ago. (“Much better,” my mom said, while hanging her “Greece
wardrobe” in our walk-in closet.) Every suite on the ship comes with
butler service, and when Antonio asked me what time I’d like coffee
delivered each morning and told my mom he could arrange to have
her dresses pressed, I knew we’d get along just fine.

UNDER SAIL, WE WATCHED
from our balcony each morning as whitewashed buildings cascading down hillsides in the day’s port came into view. Syros,
Páros, Patmos … it never got old. And I never got tired of my mom
squeezing my arm and saying, “I can’t believe we’re here!” On
each island, we could explore on our own or choose from an array
of shore excursions, from bus tours and hikes to beach jaunts and
pottery workshops. In true Amy-and-Laurie fashion, we allocated
a generous shopping window in every port, and I reined my mom
in as necessary. We popped into dark museums to escape the heat,
and my mom marveled at my ability to not get us lost (thank you,
Google Maps).
Our S.A.L.T. experiences ranged from four-hour cooking classes
to all-day culinary field trips. On Cyprus, local wine writer Florentia Kythreotou guided our trip to the Troodos Mountains and the
Vassiliades winery, where we tried Commandaria, a caramel-sweet
dessert wine. Cyprus is known for its fertile soil – Greek mythology
says Aphrodite planted the first pomegranate here – and Cypriot
wine is good, but rarely exported. (“We keep it all because we like
it,” Florentia said.)
At an organic farm on Páros, we tasted fresh herbs and figs and
got an impromptu crash course on Greek olive oil. (It’s spicier than
its neighbors’ varieties; the best leaves a pleasant kick on the tip
of your tongue.) Afterward, we had lunch at Thalassamou, in the
coastal village of Aliki, where we learned how to roll paper-thin
phyllo dough for spanakopita. My mom chatted with our guide, Eleni, about everything from feta and climate change to how Eleni had
left home for college but missed the island too much and returned
shortly thereafter.
“I don’t know why anyone would leave,” my mom said, when we
ditched our sandals and waded into the Aegean before lunch. “I
think I shall move to Páros.”

temperature checks daily, and hand-sanitizing stations were everywhere. “We have to reestablish trust and safety,” said
Royal Caribbean Group CEO Richard Fain during Silver Moon’s naming ceremony. “We want people to see that they’re safer
on our ships than they are anywhere else in the world.”
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(WINE CELLAR) LUCIA GRIGGI, (S.A.L.T. LAB) MATTEO IMBRIANI

OUR ITINERARY FEATURED
eight ports and two days at sea. The latter sounded ho-hum on paper, but ended up being the best respite. We read books by the pool
(then traded books with each other), sipped smoothies in the café,
and ate pizza on the top deck. During dinner at La Terrazza, the
ship’s Italian restaurant, my mom tried octopus for the first time.
(“It actually tastes good. But I can’t look at it.”)
I learned how to make smoky eggplant dip during Intro to Mezze
in the S.A.L.T. Lab, where twice-daily classes give cruisers the
chance to learn more about local cuisine. (Pro tip: Wear closedtoe shoes, or you’ll be sent away like my mom, who opted for a
nap instead.) We ate at S.A.L.T. Kitchen, where the menu changed
daily, showcasing dishes hyperspecific to the port we were in. On
Syros, for example, we tried a trio of spreads with San Michali, a
cow’s cheese made on the island; on Rhodes, we shared a slice of
fanouropita, walnut cake named after Agios Fanourios, the island’s
patron saint (good, but we agreed that the room-service cheesecake
delivered by Antonio tasted better). To be on a cruise ship – in my
mind, a staid sanctuary of filet mignon and caviar – able to link the
cheese, the fish, or the fanouropita on my plate to the exact spot it
came from, was a gift.
S.A.L.T. Bar – a speakeasy-style space with seating for 29 at the
bar and in sexy, jewel-tone velvet booths – also packed its menu with
local inspiration, from spritzes made with Greek tsipouro liquor to a
Greek Isles spin on sangria. Basically, it’s the perfect place to spend
hours, even if, like my mom, you’re not much of a drinker. (Supporting your daughter in her quests to learn how to ride a bike, move to
NYC after college, and try every cocktail on the menu – that’s motherhood, right?) Carlos, the barman, made her feel welcome, artfully
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“I don’t know
why anyone
would leave,”
my mom said, when
we ditched our
sandals and
waded into the
Aegean before
lunch. “I think
I shall move
to PÁros.”

Food first: The S.A.L.T.
Lab on board the ship and
(right) vintage fun with
food historian Florentia
Kythreotou at a winery
on Cyprus.

your magical moment awaits

Contact Your Virtuoso Travel Advisor Today.

placing lime wedges in her glasses of ginger ale and even spending
15 minutes one night concocting an elaborate virgin Bellini. The
drinks were amazing, yes, but so was sitting at the bar with my
mom, with no agenda and nowhere to be except together.
The days slid by in a sunny procession, and so did the meals. Food,
I considered, connects us to new places, but maybe more meaningfully, it connects us to our dining companions. Over watermelonand-feta salads and bottles of Alfa beer on a Patmos beach, while
sipping frappés and people-watching on a shopping break in
Heraklion, as we downed spritzes and watched sailboats bob in the
distance at a tiny restaurant on Mykonos, I asked my mom about
high school crushes and growing up with my grandparents and family vacations from decades ago. On our balcony, wearing bathrobes,
taking selfies, and snacking on a predinner cheese plate, we discussed our outfit choices for the evening. We were happy, grateful,
and, as at almost every other moment on the trip, completely full.

Savor These Sailings
On a series of winefocused sailings,
AmaWaterways
takes cruisers to
some of Europe’s
best wine regions,
with experts on
board to host tastings and lectures.
Tour châteaus and
restaurant-hop in
Lyon on an eight-day
Chalon-sur-Saôneto-Arles (or reverse
itinerary) voyage on
the 144-passenger
AmaCello, which
promises meaningful
time in France’s Burgundy and Provence
regions. Departures:
Multiple dates, March
31, 2022, through
November 9, 2023;
from $2,999.

Ship shapes: S.A.L.T. Kitchen
and (top) the ship off Páros.
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Silversea tapped former Saveur editor-inchief Adam Sachs to
help develop S.A.L.T.,
and he worked with
the line to vet every
shore excursion,
with an emphasis
on authentic and
insightful culinary
experiences that travelers would be hard
pressed to find on
their own. Highlights
include organic farm
tours, cheesemaking classes, and, on
a 12-day Athens-toVenice sailing on the
596-passenger Silver
Moon, lunch with a
chef on Santorini
and an afternoon at
an olive oil farm near
Kusadasi, Turkey.
(The S.A.L.T. program
will also launch on
the new Silver Dawn
when it debuts in the
near future.) Departure: March 30, 2022;
from $10,980.

Beyond a dining program developed by
chef Jacques Pépin,
Oceania Cruises
lures hungry travelers with an array of
immersive, culinarythemed shore
excursions. During
an 11-day Barcelonato-Rome sailing
on the 1,250-passenger Riviera, for
example, cruisers
visit Alicante’s central
market and take a
paella workshop,
and tour a goat farm
and local vineyard in
Málaga. Departure:
April 4, 2022; from
$2,049.

(S.A.L.T. KITCHEN) MATTEO IMBRIANI, (SILVER MOON) LUCIA GRIGGI

Cruises where cuisine takes center stage.

Lake Geneva, Switzerland

Authentic Dining

G

A LOCAL EXPERIENCE
Get the full ﬂavor of your destinations on a premium guided trip, where we’ll show you all the best foodie spots
to immerse you in local culture. With excellent vegetarian options, a highlight on seasonal produce and a variety
of ways to experience local cuisine, you’ll be remembering these meals for years to come.

Gijón, Spain

Alberobello, Italy

Ottawa, Canada

DINE AT LOCAL HOMES

FARM-TO-TABLE CUISINE

COOKING DEMONSTRATIONS

Our guests are lucky to be invited into
local homes for immersive meals, where
you’ll hear fascinating stories over homecooked regional dishes.

Whether you’re at a coastal trattoria
or a sustainable farm, you’ll dine on fresh
cuisine that highlights seasonal and
locally sourced ingredients.

Step into the kitchen to learn about your
destination’s cuisine and discover the
secrets to getting a local dish just right
with an interactive cooking lesson.

CONTACT YOUR PREFERRED VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR TO BOOK

Savannah
on My Mind

Artillery Bar’s Dancing Gray
cocktail and (right) Forsyth Park.
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DISCOVER THE HOSTESS CITY IN FULL BLOOM.
BY MARGARET LOFTUS
PHOTOGRAPHY BY KORENA BOLDING SINNETT
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From left: The view from
Perry Lane’s rooftop bar,
Peregrin; SCAD Museum
of Art; Husk’s executive
chef, Chris Hathcock;
and Asher + Rye.
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HEN YOU ONLY HAVE 48 HOURS TO MAKE THE MOST OF SAVANNAH,
spending one of them queued up in the blazing sun waiting for a restaurant
to open its doors may seem like frittering away precious time. But The Grey,
opened in a former Greyhound station by James Beard Award-winning chef
Mashama Bailey and John O. Morisano in 2015, is still one of the hottest tables in town – and
this early bird who neglected to make reservations may just score a seat at the bar. After a
warm welcome from the bartender, redemption comes in the form of an Aperol-accented gin
rickey, local oysters, duck mousse, and a delightful Lowcountry riff on arancini.
The Hostess City has long prided itself on its hospitality. Settled largely by Irish immigrants, the town developed a fun-loving reputation early on. (Its annual Saint Patrick’s Day
parade dates back to 1824 and, pandemic aside, now regularly attracts half a million revelers.) Local architectural historian Jonathan Stalcup recalls an old maxim that sums up the
city’s priorities nicely: “If you’re from Atlanta, you’d get asked, ‘What’s your job?’ In Charleston, it’s ‘Who’s your family?’ And in Savannah, it’s ‘What’s your drink?’ ”
The possible answers to that question have increased exponentially in recent years, with
the opening of cocktail dens and chef-driven restaurants offering alternatives to the touristy
haunts lining the riverfront. Several, such as Cotton & Rye and Pizzeria Vittoria, are clustered
south of Forsyth Park in the cool-kids Starland District, but many have breathed new life into
the Historic District’s eighteenth- and nineteenth-century buildings. A few years ago, the
Artillery Bar took over an opulent landmark built in 1896 by the volunteer militia group Georgia Hussars to store munitions. With marble countertops, chartreuse velvet banquettes, and
discreet call buttons to ring servers, the lounge is a civilized spot to enjoy a newfangled spritz,

such as the Jekyll & Hyde, made with a laundry list of Italian herbal
liqueurs and bitters. (Or stick with tradition and order the bar’s take
on Savannah’s own artillery punch: a potent concoction of rum, rye,
brandy, whiskey, sloe gin, and sparkling wine.) Husk Savannah, an
offshoot of chef Sean Brock’s original paean to the South in Charleston, has distinguished itself with a focus on local ingredients, from
heritage pork to wreckfish to seasonal vegetables such as a memorable
side dish of bok choy – sourced from an employee’s garden – cooked
over coals and then seasoned with vadouvan, a French-style curry.
Native son Chris Hathcock returned to the city three years ago
to take the helm at Husk Savannah after cooking at top kitchens all
over the South, including Atlanta’s Staplehouse. “Savannah’s pretty
bumping right now,” he says. “Two years ago, people would ask me
where to eat, and I wouldn’t be able to tell them. Now there are so
many places that I’d put my stamp on.” The same can be said for hotels, with a slew of stylish accommodations springing up in the past
few years like the sleek Perry Lane. In a historic city where stories
are currency, the hotel, which was built from the ground up, made
up its own based on a fictional muse named Adelaide Harcourt, a
worldly Savannahian whose life informed everything from its quirky art collection to the
grab-and-go café off the lobby inspired by the erstwhile City Market. With all that’s new,
there are more reasons than ever to visit this beautiful city – so beautiful that General Sherman famously decided not to burn it on his pyromaniacal March to the Sea, or so tour guides
like to say (another theory is that he spared it because he had a sweetheart in town).
ESTABLISHED BY THE BRITISH IN 1733 AS A FOOTHOLD TO PROTECT THE CAROlinas against the Spanish in Florida, Savannah was founded by James Edward Oglethorpe,
who originally envisioned the colony as a haven for debtors. He designed the city as a system
of “wards” – essentially, small neighborhoods made up of eight lots surrounding a central
square. The original “tything and trust” plan designated the northern- and southern-facing
lots as residential and the larger eastern- and western-facing lots for civic spaces. The
scheme wasn’t enforced, however, and the public or “trust” lots became hot property for
wealthy Savannahians who wanted grand houses flanking the square.
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“If you’re from
Atlanta, you’d
get asked,
‘What’s your job?’
In Charleston,
it’s ‘Who’s your
family?’ And in
Savannah,
it’s ‘What’s
your drink?’ ”
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Oglethorpe’s layout proves ideal for walking: The compact grid
is easy to navigate, and the squares – 22 in all – calm traffic. Plus,
those massive, Spanish-moss-draped live oaks that have come to
symbolize the city offer ample shade – no small consideration in a
place where November temperatures can push a balmy 80 degrees.
Extending south from the Savannah River, the Historic District stretches roughly a mile
and a half to Forsyth Park, whose centerpiece fountain framed by live oaks has become a city
icon. (It was actually ordered from a catalog 150 years ago – similar fountains can be found
in France, Peru, and New York.) And while it doesn’t take long to cover the blocks on foot, a
multitude of distractions await: shopping, for starters. The Paris Market & Brocante, on the
main drag of Broughton Street, is a highly curated, upscale flea market of sorts in a restored
Victorian-era grocery store, selling French-milled soap, antique tables, and everything in
between. Several blocks south, Whitaker Street is home to a pocket of design stores, the
standout of which is Asher + Rye, where the owners turned an abandoned gas station into a
Scandinavian style-meets-breezy beach house concept that carries items such as jute baskets, alpaca throws, and minimalist oak coffee tables.
Of course, knowing the stories behind these historic buildings makes solo exploration that
much more fun. Each weekday at 10 am, a small group joins Stalcup at Oglethorpe Square for
his 90-minute walking tour, which encapsulates the city’s history through its buildings, from
the modest, wood-framed, circa-1760 Christian Camphor cottage – Savannah’s oldest surviving house – to the imposing and heavily ornamented Tomochichi Federal Building. After I
returned home to Charleston, I wished I had doubled back and braved the line for a peek inside
the Owens-Thomas House & Slave Quarters, now part of the Telfair Museums. Built in 1819, it
was the first home in the country to boast a water closet on two floors, which was powered by
an elaborate plumbing system that included a rooftop cistern. (The bathrooms went largely
unused, as residents preferred the more-convenient-for-them chamber pots.)
History looms large in Savannah, but this is no city preserved in amber. Like the emerging
dining scene, the Savannah College of Art and Design keeps things dynamic. Founded in 1978

From far left: Pizzeria
Vittoria, a Starland District
mural, The Grey, and The
Paris Market & Brocante.

as an antidote to the city’s slump – after a mass migration to the suburbs in the 1950s, many
buildings in the historic core were left derelict despite efforts by local preservation groups –
the school has played a major role in preserving the city’s architecture, having rehabbed some
70 buildings for its campus. Indirectly, SCAD’s influence can be felt across town.
“A lot of kids come here and stay,” says Stalcup, who’s also an alumnus. “Being an art school
community, every small business essentially doubles as a gallery. At hotels, cafés, even real
estate offices, there’s likely to be students’ work on the walls.” On a larger scale, alumni
have founded more than 70 successful businesses in the city. Two of them rehabbed the old
Starland Dairy in a neglected area south of downtown in 1999, for instance, touching off the
revitalization of the now-thriving Starland District, known for its vintage stores and nightlife.
For more of an immersion in the art scene, the SCAD Museum of Art features contemporary
works by internationally acclaimed artists and alumni that rotate every six months or so. Visitors are encouraged to engage with the student docents, who are well versed in the artists, including the young woman who pointed out that Sanford Biggers’ use of quilts in several works
on display referenced their role as indicators of safe houses along the Underground Railroad.
The docent’s brand of hospitality is also on display back at The Grey. A high-energy bar
crowd seems bent on making up for time lost during lockdown, but the service is seamless and low key. Warm light floods in from oversize art deco windows, and a record player
tucked into a corner near the bar spins Sade and early Michael Jackson, which erases any
doubt that the restaurant’s cool embrace was well worth the wait. Like so many of the newer
spots in this town, The Grey – born of a Jim Crow-era bus station and conceived by a Black
chef – has recast its story with tasteful success.
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Tip
“For your sweet tooth, be
sure to stop at Leopold’s Ice
Cream, on Broughton Street,
which dates to 1919 and is
now operated by Hollywood
producer Stratton Leopold.”
– Amy Paderewski, Virtuoso
travel advisor, Savannah

Savannah Sojourns
Five ways to get a taste of the genteel South.

STAY Comprising two buildings
divided by a drive, the 167-room
Perry Lane Hotel echoes Savannah’s popular carriage-house
model – one of the many touches
that bring a sense of the city to
the hotel. Save an evening for a
drink at the rooftop bar (and a dip
in the pool). Doubles from $239,
including breakfast daily and a
$100 hotel credit.
GO Kicking off with a guided walk
through Savannah’s oak-lined
squares and streets, Backroads’
six-day multisport adventure winds
north to Charleston, stopping for
biking and kayaking adventures
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along the way. Departures: Multiple
dates, April 10 through October 30,
2022; from $4,099.
Globus’ eight-day tour round-trip
from Atlanta acquaints guests
with all the charms of the South
Carolina and Georgia coasts,
including a visit to Savannah’s
American Prohibition Museum.
Departures: Multiple dates, April
8 through October 14, 2022;
from $2,285.
Spend two nights in both Charleston and Savannah during Collette’s
seven-day trip from Charleston to
Jacksonville. Among the Hostess

City highlights: a Historic District
trolley tour and cooking demonstration. Departures: Multiple
dates, January 30 through April 25,
2022; from $2,099.

CRUISE Sail along the southeastern
U.S. coast and the Bahamas
on Victory Cruise Lines’ 12-day
voyage round-trip from Amelia
Island, Florida. On Day 4,
the 202-passenger Victory I
calls at Savannah, where
a tour of the Davenport House
Museum awaits. Departures:
Multiple dates, February 10
through December 23, 2022;
from $4,699.

DISCOVERY RUNS DEEP

TM

RIVER | LAKES & OCEAN | EXPEDITION
American Queen Voyages™ opens the entire North American continent to a deeper discovery.
From the mighty American rivers to the Great Lakes and ocean adventures and expedition voyages to the wilds of Alaska.
Places where tradition comes alive — and discovery runs deep.
Enjoy Bonus Savings of

UP TO

$4,200 PER STATEROOM

when you Book by December 31, 2021

YOUR VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE: $50 PER PERSON PREMIUM SHORE EXPERIENCE CREDIT
O U R A L L- I N C LU S I V E FA R E S I N C LU D E
1-Night Pre-Cruise Hotel Stay
with FREE ground transfers between the
hotel and vessel

Open Bars & Lounges
throughout the vessel including a smoothie
and juice bar EVERY morning

All-Day In-Room Dining

Unlimited Included Guided Tours
designed with your comfort in mind aboard
private, deluxe motorcoaches

Acclaimed Cuisine
for breakfast, lunch and dinner served in
multiple venues

Bicycles* & Hiking Sticks

Unlimited Beverages
including an extensive wine list, choice
spirits, local craft beers and specialty coffees

Gourmet selections
featuring fresh lobster and USDA Prime
Beef available EVERY night

Unlimited WIFI

Live, Daily Onboard
Entertainment & Enrichment

C A L L Y O U R V I R T U O S O A D V I S O R T O B O O K Y O U R A L L- I N C L U S I V E V O Y A G E .

Bonus Savings shown is per stateroom, on select voyages. Eligible itineraries are capacity-controlled and may be changed or withdrawn at any time.
For full terms and conditions, call your Virtuoso travel advisor. Book by December 31, 2021. *River Cruises Only. NA514

Need to Know
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IF YOU’RE GOING ...
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THE TRAVEL TIPS, INSIGHT, AND ESSENTIALS YOU NEED NOW.

TO THE GREEK ISLES
(“Mother Ship,” page 110)
Pick up a copy of Ripe Figs, Yasmin
Khan’s cookbook and travelogue
about the people and cuisine of
Greece, Turkey, and Cyprus.

’R
This just-the-right-size leather-bound notebook from Japanese brand Traveler’s Company
is our new favorite place to gather travel musings and mementos, with mix-and-match
options for inserts and accessories, from notebook pages to zipper cases and brass
page darts. $50, jetpens.com.

Travel playlist:
Virgin Voyages’
record store.

77
Dollars Virgin Voyages’ passengers could pay to snap up one of 1,000 limited-edition
Sex Pistols albums. Available exclusively at the 2,700-passenger Scarlet Lady’s record
store during the ship’s debut in October.
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TO TRAVEL
FOR YOUR NEXT MEAL

Peruse Atlas Obscura’s new
Gastro Obscura, by Cecily Wong
and Dylan Thuras, a compendium of ﬁne, funny, and farfetched food traditions
and food-related sights
around the world.

TO ITALY
(“Ultimate Aperitivo,” page 100)
To capture the spirit of aperitivo hour
at home, page through Talia Baiocchi and Leslie Pariseau’s Spritz,
with recipes rifﬁng on the country’s
popular before-dinner drink and its
accompanying snacks.

Explore and enjoy the memorable
tastes and ﬂavors. Tokyo has
abundant choices to satisfy
gourmands from around the globe.

Need to Know

Istanbul’s Ortakoy
Mosque at sunrise.

TURKISH DELIGHT CBS News
travel editor Peter Greenberg
produced, hosts, and narrates
Hidden Turkey, an hour-long
PBS special on the nation that
straddles Europe and Asia.
From Istanbul to Antalya and
more, Greenberg introduces
viewers to the lesser-known
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sights and traditions of the
country. Stream it on Amazon
Prime and Apple TV+.
LGBTQ+ TRAVEL Tour operator
African Travel, Inc. has launched
a series of “Pride Safaris,” designed specifically for LGBTQ+
travelers and their families. The

trips, beginning with an outing
with company president Sherwin
Banda and his family in July, include lodges and camps focused
on inclusivity.
APPLE’S NEW DIGITAL ID With
the release of iOS 15, some
iPhone and Apple Watch users

in some states will have the option to add their state-issued ID
to Apple Wallet. The digital IDs
will be accepted at some TSA
security checkpoints at airports
throughout the country, making
for more seamless travel – and
less scrambling to extract physical cards from carry-ons.

GIVAGA/GETTY IMAGES

TRAVEL INTELLIGENCE

First Person

NIGHT TRAIN
THE THROWBACK ROMANCE AND INTRIGUE
OF LONG JOURNEYS BY RAIL.

BY JEN ROSE SMITH
ILLUSTRATIONS BY COOKIE MOON

EARS AGO, ON A NIGHT TRAIN FROM BANGKOK, I WATCHED
a full moon rise over bristling rice fields. I was traveling toward
Vientiane, a city of gilded stupas and crumbling French architecture
at the edge of the Mekong River. My porcelain teacup trembled as
the car swayed over the rails. Though it was late, and the steward had already made up my white-curtained bed, I lingered between cars to savor the
night air. When the train flashed across a narrow stream, I saw a fishing boat
below me, nosing away into darkness.
I could have flown. Like every traveler, I wish for more time to explore each
place I go, and it’s tempting to book a quick flight and subtract hours – or
even days – in transit. But an overnight train suspends that impulse to hurry
on. Once on board, the urgency dissolves. And spending the night on rails
turns the journey itself into a thrilling destination, one with rituals and pleasures that I yearn to revisit.
So when the midnight line glides by my house, I wake dreaming of faraway
places, of reading paper timetables in the cozy solitude of my compartment.
Sleeping in a private berth rouses sensations nearly forgotten: Trains have
an ambling, back-and-forth sway gentle as a cradle.
For breakfast, I wish for nothing more than an unknown place spooling
past the dining car window. That first early-morning glimpse beyond the
curtains reminds me of the French concept of dépaysement – literally to be
“out-of-country” – which captures the exquisite disorientation of finding
oneself surrounded by the unfamiliar.
Air travel affords scant time to savor that sensation. It’s just a quick hop by
air from Vienna to Venice, for example, an hour of flight time that takes you
from stolid Habsburg palaces to canalside cafes. The two cities may as well be
on different continents, the places in between blank as an unfinished map.

Y
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Taking the night train between Vienna
and Venice, though, as I did one autumnal
evening, I felt every inch of the landscape
unreeling beneath me. The cars shimmied
through the tunnels and valleys of the Italian
Dolomites. Fiery persimmons blazed in trees
over gray fields. I sipped espresso as my
train slid behind the low stone facade of the
Stazione di Venezia Santa Lucia. One evening you’re toasting the intermission crowd
at the Vienna State Opera, and the next
you’re catching the sunset at Piazza San
Marco. Despite the cities’ vastly different
beauties, a shared countryside weaves their
edges together. Train windows frame a view
of the way they meet, mile by quiet mile.
On board, landscape images pass quickly
enough to reward the most restless watchers. Who knows what will happen if you turn
your back for a moment? My memories of
that train journey to Venice are impressionistic, blurred by motion. The world viewed
from inside a train looks like a stage set’s
hastily painted backdrop.

IT’S LITTLE WONDER OVERNIGHT TRAINS
are beloved by storytellers with an eye for
drama. Graham Greene and Agatha Christie both chose the historic Orient Express
line – whose luxe legacy lives on in the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express – as the setting
for their tales. Greene’s 1932 Stamboul
Train unfolds across a wintry, eastbound
journey toward Istanbul. Traveling in the
opposite direction, Christie’s cast of characters in Murder on the Orient Express, published in 1934, plot intrigue and romance
without leaving their first-class carriages.
(Just as delicious: the 1974 movie adaptation, in which Sean Connery and Vanessa
Redgrave swap torrid looks across the art
deco dining car.)
Private compartments offer a thousand
ways to make an entrance or slip from the
stage. A few words, overheard in passing,
hint at strangers’ stories. Seeking conversation on one overnight journey from
Seattle to Los Angeles, I took my book to a
lounge car whose towering windows looked
over a landscape the California sun had
parched to gold.
A dark-haired stranger carrying a paperback copy of Steinbeck’s Travels with
Charley shared my table and, later, a bottle

FOR BREAKFAST, I WISH FOR
NOTHING MORE THAN AN UNKNOWN
PLACE SPOOLING PAST THE DINING
CAR WINDOW.

of wine. With all the languor of days at sea,
long afternoons aboard a train spark serendipitous encounters around every sweeping
curve. The ever-changing views keep conversation expansive: As the sun disappeared
into the sea, we talked of the journeys we’d
dreamed of for years – to South Pacific
islands, the Mongolian steppe. I’d nearly
booked a flight instead, but that slow, overnight ride to Los Angeles’ 1939 masterpiece
Union Station remains indelible.
Characters on board, however captivating, aren’t the only actors in the unfolding
drama of an overnight train. Unlike an airplane’s omniscient view from above, trains
give a human-scale look at the world: Peer

out the window for an intimate glimpse into
a Parisian café or the sight of Thai farmers spreading their harvests to dry after a
tropical downpour. After dark, the scenes
can be poignant, recalling Edward Hopper’s
paintings of lonely souls haunting gas stations and all-night cafés.
And an overnight train, lit up against the
darkness, is a two-way window. Standing in
the night, an observer might see each car
streak by for a dazzling instant, glimpsing crystal glasses raised for a toast, a
uniformed conductor peering into the night,
or the glow of a cupped palm sheltering a lit
cigarette. Passengers look out at the world;
the world, transfixed, looks back.

N OV E M B E R | D EC E M B E R 2 0 2 1
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DOLCE VITA VIBES
CAPTURING THE GOOD LIFE.

Orange Spritz
Fine-art print from acrylic and gouache original

For her ink-and-gouache pieces, UK-based artist Chiara Perano draws on her affection for the lifestyles of France and southern
Italy (in particular the Amalfi Coast, where she grew up). “I love living in tune with the seasons and celebrating the small joys of
the everyday, from an aperitivo ritual to eating together as a family. I try to capture this essence with my work,” she says.
Prints and more are available at ciao-chiara.com. @ciao__chiara
For a primer on Italian aperitivo culture, see page 100.
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THE WORLD
AWAITS
VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISORS MAKE YOUR TRAVEL DREAMS REALITY.

Personal connections and access to a network of the world’s best travel companies give Virtuoso
travel advisors the power to deliver your dreams – customized just for you. And the peace of mind
that comes with knowing an expert has your back is more essential now than ever before.
Connect with a travel advisor at virtuoso.com.

Your trusted travel resource.
Virtuoso travel advisors customize each trip with extras and perks,
and act as your advocates every step of the way.
Connect with an advisor at virtuoso.com.

THE WORLD’S TOP TRAVEL AGENCIES AND ADVISORS ARE VIRTUOSO®.

